A Timeline of Lincoln’s Engineering Heritage
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Timeline…
The following pages reproduce the massive 16 metre
long engineering timeline created for the SPARK!
Engineering Festival held at Lincoln Cathedral on April
17th-19th 2015. It highlights engineering milestones,
brilliant minds and pioneering companies from Lincoln’s
long engineering heritage. It contextualises them with
world engineering events and celebrates what has been
achieved. Above all, by celebrating the past, it seeks to
inspire future generations.
Whilst the timeline was painstakingly researched and
tries to be as inclusive as possible, there are some
omissions due to practical space restrictions. For the
same reason, it is necessary that the text within this book
is reproduced at a small size. If you have diﬃculty reading
the text, please download a PDF copy from the web
address below which you will be able to zoom in to
and view on screen.
www.optimadesign.co.uk/spark
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NATIONAL &
INTERNATIONAL
ENGINEERING

Magna Carta - There shall be but one measure
throughout the realm

690

206

Fireworks invented

Chinese Han
Dynasty invents the
navigational compass

600

The earliest documentation of fireworks dates back
to 7th century China, where they were invented to
accompany festivities. The art and science of firework
making developed into a profession and these
pyrotechnicians were respected for their knowledge
of complex techniques in mounting firework displays.
China is the largest manufacturer and exporter of
fireworks in the world.

Chinese begin
manufacturing
toilet paper

LINCOLN’S LONG
HISTORY OF
100-200
ENGINEERING

Vikings
After being settled by the
Vikings and the establishment
of Danelaw, Lincoln became
one of The Five Boroughs
in the East Midlands and it
experienced an unprecedented
economic explosion. Lincoln
was a trading centre that
issued coins from its own mint
and by the end of the 10th
century, its output was
comparable to the mint
at York.

Although the evidence is limited, the Fossdyke
Canal was possibly built by the Romans, to
connect the River Trent at Torksey to Lincoln
and on through the river Witham, to the sea.
It may be the oldest canal in England still in use.

800

Decline
In the early 9th century, Lincoln had a
small population and much of the former
Roman city was in ruins. The Upper City
seems to have been given over to purely
administrative functions while the Lower
City, running down the hill towards the
River Witham, may have been largely
deserted. Many of the city’s inhabitants
may have been resident on a seasonal
basis, or just passing through for trade.

The Roman Ninth Legion constructed a fortress of
earth and timber at the top of the north escarpment
overlooking the Witham Gap. New river crossings
were created through a series of causeways, linking
areas of higher ground around the Brayford.The
crossing point was probably not far away from
where High Bridge crosses the river today.

Moveable type

1642-1727

Invention of the
printing press
Johannes Gutenberg invented the first
printing press, meaning that books, which
until that point had been hand-written,
could be quickly and cheaply produced.
This allowed ideas to spread and people to
learn, laying the foundation for our modern
knowledge-based economy.

1100-1300

By this time, the banks of the
Witham were newly developed
with the Lower City being
resettled and the suburb of
Wigford quickly emerging as
a major trading centre.

In the 12th and 13th centuries Lincoln’s
prosperity was based on wool which was
woven in the town and dyed. Much of the
finished cloth was transported along the
River Witham, then exported abroad.

Return to prosperity

1066

By the time of the
Norman Conquest,
Lincoln had
re-established itself as
an important market
centre and its old
Roman walls were still
defensible, meaning
it was also a strategic
settlement. For this
reason, Lincoln was
chosen for the location
of a castle and a
cathedral. Under
the Normans, Lincoln
prospered and was
a place of national
importance.

The dyers of Lincoln produced ‘Lincoln
Green’ cloth which was associated with
Robin Hood and his Merry Men, although
it was actually red in colour.

1275-1749

In the late 13th century only certain ports
called ‘staples’ were allowed to export
wool abroad. In 1291 Lincoln was made a
‘staple’, adding further to its prosperity.

The collapse of the cloth industry between 1275 and
1300 AD is accredited with bringing a halt to the
prosperous times of the High Medieval Era (850-1350
AD). The loss of the wool staple in 1369 to the Port
of Boston in south Lincolnshire, alongside a decline
in population due to the Black Death in the mid 14th
century, meant Lincoln was a much quieter place.

Remigius was a Benedictine monk and the
first Norman Bishop of the largest diocese
in medieval England. He decided to move
his Bishopric from Dorchester, near Oxford
to Lincoln and the new cathedral was built
using Lincolnshire oolitic limestone.
Norman Romanesque architecture, which
used round arches for strength allowed a
much larger building to be constructed.

1141

Lincoln Cathedral’s
timber roofing is
destroyed in a fire.
Bishop Alexander
rebuilds and
expands the
cathedral

1112

Henry I makes the
Fossdyke canal navigable
again, maintaining
transport links and
encouraging trade

Lincoln sits at the junction of Ermine Street, a major
Roman road in England that ran from London to
Lincoln and York, and the Fosse Way, connecting
Lincoln with Exeter.

Towards the end of the 1st century AD, Lincoln
became one of a handful of ‘coloniae’ in England
alongside settlements like Colchester and Gloucester.
Colonia was the highest status a Roman settlement
could attain and it would have been inhabited by a
prestigious community of time-served legionnaires.
With a population of between 5 and 10,000, the
new Lindum Colonia underwent an impressive public
works building programme, which included a forum,
civic centre, city walls, baths, temples and a contender
for the most famous aqueduct in Roman Britain.

1068

The first effect of the Industrial Revolution on Lincolnshire was to increase its agricultural output.
Food and wool, both notable products of the county for hundreds of years, were in high demand
by the expanding industrial towns of the north. Heavy engineering firms sprang up around
Lincoln, many growing from small-scale blacksmith workshops, in order to fulfil the need to
manufacture machinery to allow agricultural output to increase rapidly.

1192-1210

St Hugh rebuilds and
expands Lincoln Cathedral

1185

Lincoln Cathedral is
mostly destroyed by
an earthquake

The area of land occupied by the city reduced
considerably. The city’s vital trade link, the Fossdyke
Navigation, fell into disrepair, reducing its capability
as a trading centre. A commission was set up to return
the Fossdyke to a navigable state, and local politicians
petitioned powerful patrons and even King Henry VIII
to relieve the city of some of its fiscal burdens. With no
dominant manufacturing industry and a dilapidated
infrastructure, Lincoln relied heavily upon its markets
and fairs.

After the earthquake in 1185, St Hugh began a
massive rebuilding and expansion programme,
using innovative techniques in the gothic style with
pointed arches, ribbed vaults and flying buttresses,
which made larger windows and roof spans
possible. St Hugh was said to have personally
helped with the building work by carrying a hod.

1770

Navigation of the River
Witham between Lincoln
and Boston is improved

1500-1600
East coast decline

1550

Lincoln’s
population
is 2,000

Lincoln’s population shrunk
as the town was affected
by the decline of the wool
trade. Furthermore the
discovery of America meant
England’s west coast ports
boomed while those on the
east coast stagnated.

1696

Work on
building
Lincoln
Castle is
completed
Lincoln Castle
remains one of
the most impressive
Norman castles
in the United
Kingdom and is
very unusual in
having two mottes.

The two John
Grundys
John Grundy senior and
junior were both civil
engineers who pioneered
drainage methods. Their
work on the drainage of
the Lincolnshire Fens
opened up more land for
farming and increased the
need for agricultural
products.

1160

High Bridge is built
Today’s bridge contains the
second oldest masonry arch
bridge in Britain. It is the only
bridge in the country with a
medieval secular building still
standing on it.

Alessandro Volta developed the
‘Voltaic Cell’, consisting of two plates
of different metals immersed in a
chemical solution. This was the first
continuous and reproducible source
of electrical current.

Industrial Revolution

1769

Lincoln General
Hospital is built

1784

Lincoln’s first
newspaper is
published

100

A new Lindum Colonia

The electrical battery

Early Modern Era

1092

Bishop Remigius finishes
building Lincoln Cathedral

Considered one of the first modern
factories, Cromford Mill was a
water-powered cotton-spinning mill
in Derbyshire. It went into history as
the first of its time to be powered by
water. It was the first successful
industrial-scale cotton production
factory and had tremendous
influence on the cotton industry as
well as the Industrial Revolution.

1799

1750-1845

Lincoln Cathedral was reputedly the tallest
structure in the world for 238 years. A lead-encased
wooden spire topped the central tower but was
blown down in a storm.

A very prosperous city

Arkwright builds
Cromford Mill

Widely regarded as one of the most influential
scientists of all time, Sir Isaac Newton was an
English physicist, mathematician and a key
figure in the scientific revolution. His book
Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica
(Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy), first published in 1687, laid the
foundations for most of classical mechanics.

The tallest structure in the world

950

1772

Sir Isaac Newton from nearby
Grantham

1311-1549

Romans build Ermine Street and
the Fosse Way

LINCOLN’S
ENGINEERING
COMPANIES

England in 1215 was an economically buoyant land. New towns
and new markets proliferated, driven by the continental demand
for English wool. For trade to flourish, commercial confidence was
essential. To secure this, buyer and seller had to work according to
universally agreed measures. It is an intriguing fact that, of all the
principles enunciated in Magna Carta, besides those concerning
justice and due process, it is this idea that weights and measures be
fixed that was most eagerly adopted in the constitutions of the newly
fledged colonies of North America. After 1776, the same principle
reappeared in the Constitution of the United States.

The world’s first known
moveable-type system for
printing was created in China
during the Song Dynasty. It
used moveable components to
reproduce the elements of a
document (usually individual
letters or punctuation).

William the
e
Conqueror

Throughout Lincoln’s history, waterways served as
vital trade arteries connecting the city to the rest
of the country and to foreign markets through
sea trade.

Romans arrive in Lincoln

1040

886

Fossdyke Canal

43AD

For the first time in history, clause 35 of Magna Carta demanded
the use of standard weights and measures. The significance of
the principles covered in this clause should not be underestimated,
indeed they laid the solid foundations upon which engineering
principles are built.

1439

1740

Lincoln’s revival
The impetus for Lincoln’s revival is largely accredited to the
improvement and re-opening of the Fossdyke Navigation in 1740
and improvements to the River Witham, reconnecting the city with
the water-going trade networks along the River Trent.
The country’s economy as a whole was prospering from the effects
of the Agricultural Revolution, and located in the centre of a huge
agricultural county, Lincoln was well placed to act as a market centre.
Heavy engineering, mining, food processing, manufacturing and
other industries sprang up around the city, some growing from
existing small scale enterprises, others the result of major investment
by entrepreneurs.
At this time transport for goods over a distance was mainly by water.
It was not surprising that Lincoln, at the heart of a well-established
farming district with its good water transport system, local market and
trial grounds for new products, should flourish in this new era.

1801

Lincoln has a
population
of 7,000

1828

Lincoln is
lit by gas

1879-1955

1815-1864

Lincoln’s George Boole

Maxwell’s equations

The Great Exhibition of the Works
of Industry of all Nations, also
known as the Crystal Palace
Exhibition

James Clerk Maxwell conceived and developed his unified theory off
electricity, magnetism and light. A cornerstone of classical physics,
ns
the Theory of Electromagnetism is summarised in four key equations
that now bear his name. Today, Maxwell’s equations underpin all
modern information and communication technologies.

Europe had just struggled through two difficult
decades of political and social upheaval and now
Great Britain hoped to show that technology,
particularly its own, was the key to a better future.
The Crystal Palace built for the exhibition was
an enormous success and considered to be an
architectural and engineering triumph.

1863-1936

The first railway
arrives in Lincoln

Expanding rapidly,
ly, the
works moved to a larger
site on Coultham Street,
off Canwick Road.

Ruston Ward
at Lincoln
Hospital

1859

The company gifts a
children’s ward to
Lincoln Hospital.

CLARKES CRANK & FORGE
COMPANY LTD

Joseph Ruston, a 22-year old engineering apprentice from Sheffield
inherited a modest amount of money on the death of his father. He went
for a haircut and his barber suggested that he invest in a small business in
Lincoln called Burton & Proctor (millwrights and general smiths – builders
and repairers of all manner of agricultural machines and implements).
Known for the quality of their work, but needing money and direction,
Joseph Ruston invested and the firm became Ruston Proctor & Co.

1846

Iron foundry

WILLIAM FOSTER & CO.

The flour mill was converted to an iron foundry where the
company started making steam engines and threshing machines.
Fosters threshing machines became widely know as being the
best available.

The company moved to Monks Road to be
close to their customers at the cattle market.

Blacksmithy partnership formed as
Hornsby & Seaman

Ruston’s first
excavator
or Navvy

1857

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH

Production
Produced a total of
2,400 steam engines
by this time.

1856

H.NEWSUM
& SONS
Henry Newsum started his
timber works on Broadgate.

1842

Development of the
world’s first successful
steam Navvy or excavator,
the Ruston-Dunbar
steam shovel.

1850

JOHN COOKE
Between 1850 and 1920, John Cooke became Lincoln’s largest
manufacturer of agricultural carts, wagons and ploughs, with
business throughout the country and overseas.

Sir William Tritton 1875-1946

Wills Tobacco
A joint patent was taken out with Wills
Tobacco of Bristol. Soon after, demand for
machines from the American market rapidly
increased and a new factory was set up on
the banks of the River Trent.

A provisional patent
is taken out for the
tobacco-wrapping
machine and tobacco
became the first product
to be mechanically
wrapped for sale.

Foster’s Managing Director, William Tritton, was a dynamic man who had
revitalised the company’s trading position in the pre-war years and who
quickly adapted to the new opportunities thrown up by wartime. He was
al
assisted by his chief draughtsman William Rigby and Walter Wilson, a Naval
ons
Lieutenant whose skill and engineering flair had been born out of flirtations
with the early motor cars and flying machines.

1889

Tritton and Wilson took just 37 days to produce the first prototype tank,
tested on waste ground near the factory on 19th September 1915 (the site off
ple
today’s Think Tank Innovation Centre). Known as Little Willie it was a simple
15-ton armoured box on top of American caterpillar tracks which had the
unfortunate habit of coming off whenever a manoeuvre was carried out.
ck
The men persevered with different designs and finally came up with a track
which went all the way around the tank body. This vehicle was known
ty
initially as Big Willie, (later as Mother) and formed the basis for the majority
of British World War I tank designs.

Relocation
The company moves from a city centre site next to the Witham to
the western edge of the city next to the Midland railway line and
manufactured self-moving traction engines, portable engines and
straw-burning engines for the South African market.

1861

1889

Joseph Ruston travelled to Russia to negotiate a deal for steam
engines and pumps to drain 8 million acres (32,000sq km) of the Pripet
Marshes. On the way back he heard of large oil strikes at Baku and
immediately headed in that direction, a journey taking several days by
train and cart. He returned with large orders for oil-field equipment.

Ruston & Proctor workshops covered 15 acres
(60,000 sq metres), employed 1,600 people and
were equipped with over 600 machines, 50
cranes and 70 steam engines, supplying 800hp
(600kW).

ROBEY & CO

Electricity
at Globe Works
Robeys manufactured their
first steam locomotive and Globe
Works became the first factory in
the world to be lit by electricity.

William Rose and his brothers became ‘Rose Brothers
(Gainsborough) Ltd’, and their machines were used for
wrapping confectionery and bakery products.

ROSE BROTHERS
(GAINSBOROUGH) LTD

1895

1900

Robeys made the lift gear for
Blackpool Tower.

Robey & Co premises cover
15 acres and over 20,000
n
engines and plant had been
produced by this time.

Raising Blackpool
Tower

1910

Production

Road
rollers

The company
started to produce
steam road rollers.

1890

Expansion
By this time, Clayton & Shuttleworth
also had factories in Budapest and
Vienna.

Hornsby-Ackroyd engine
Built the first cold-start compression-ignition
engines under licence and marketed them
under the name Hornsby-Ackroyd. In the same
year, an experimental higher-pressure version
produced self-sustaining ignition through
compression alone.

1895

Lighting Lady
Liberty
A Hornsby-Akroyd oil engine
provided power for lighting the
Statue of Liberty. The original title
of the monument was ‘La Liberté
éclairant le monde’ – Liberty
enlightening the world.

1897

Tractor
producer
Produced Britain’s first
oil-engined internal
combustion tractor.

1901

Message
to America
A Hornsby engine powered
Marconi’s transmitter that
sent the first ever wireless
message across the Atlantic.

Over 3,000 double-furrow ploughs
had been produced and the
company employed 50 men. They
also produced sprung vehicles for
use on urban roads – light traps
and market carts.

The company builds a new
factory on Monks Road.

1872

First British firm to
build a combine
harvester

1896

The patent for the caterpillar
tractor was sold for £4,000 to
American firm Holt Manufacturing
Company – later to become
Caterpillar Inc.

John Cooke and the Plough
In 1876 John Cooke took out a patent for his
composite beam plough. Lighter, stronger and
cheaper to produce than other models, its
production revolved around standardised
templates and same-sized parts so that rapid
manufacture from stockpiled parts was possible.

Lincoln College developed from the science faculty of Lincoln
School of Science and Art. The curriculum was geared towards
the local needs of major engineering firms, the most notable of
which was Ruston, Proctor & Co.

1893

Purpose built
engineering
workshops
Purpose built engineering
workshops were added on the
north side of the original building
(now known as Gibney Building)
at a cost of £1,428 2s 3d.

1896

New principal
Mr A E Collis became
principal. He had been
employed in the drawing
office of Ruston, Proctor
& Co before embarking
on a career in education.

1898

Company
endorsements
To reaffirm the close association between
the college and local industry, Ruston,
Proctor & Co and Clayton & Shuttleworth,
stated in the college prospectus
‘apprentices should pursue their
studies in engineering classes in the
City and would give preference to these
students when vacancies arose’. Another
engineering firm in the city, Robey & Co
offered scholarships to boys who studied
at least two days at the school.

1898
1875

Caterpillar

The company produced the world’s
first fully-tracked vehicle – the
Hornsby chain tractor nicknamed
by the workforce ‘Caterpillar’.

The company continued to develop and produce specialised ploughs for
foreign and domestic markets, adapting for different soil types and crops.

LINCOLN COLLEGE

Robert Robey sets up business supplying
winders, haulages and high-pressure
brake units for a large number of coal pits
in the UK. But Robey was quick to see the
potential of the emerging market for
agricultural machinery and the company
soon produced the first iron-framed
threshing machines. The company also
quickly gained a reputation for producing
high quality and reliable steam engines.

1911

JOHN COOKE

Specialised ploughs

1886

ROBEY & CO

Caterpillar tractor

H.NEWSUM & SONS

Acclaim

1876

HORNSBY & SONS LTD

1905

1912

The company had enjoyed
considerable growth and so a
new, larger, factory was built.
This was the same year that
the ill-fated Titanic was
launched and because the
new works were of a similar
gigantic size, they were
named the Titanic Works.

1900

1891

ROBEY & CO

Titanic Works

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH

HORNSBY & SONS LTD

Robeys won a gold medal at the
International Exhibition in Paris for
their steam engine – it was the only
one to run for the entire exhibition
and not break down!

This was a time of great civic works. Parts of the city centre were redesigned, such as Corporation Street and the
impressively large Corn Exchange. The Arboretum, surrounded by terraced housing of the same date, was opened in
1872. A new hospital, water tower and prison were built, and the city underwent major improvements in its waste
disposal and water supply infrastructure, most obviously evidenced today by the water tower immediately north of
the castle.

Motoring was very much in its infancy
y
when Mr Rose designed and built
a motorcar for himself. Due to its
y
popularity, he started to commercially
torr
produce some of the worlds first motor
cars under the ‘Rose National’ brand.

26,000 steam engines 24,000
threshing machines.

1880

The world’s first rubber-tyred road
vehicle was produced – a large road
steamer, called the ‘Advance’. The
company also produced their first
steam locomotive.

Late Victorian/Edwardian period

1887

At the celebration of Queen
Victoria’s Golden Jubilee, Lincoln
Cathedral was floodlit by a Robey
engine and generator.

1878

1869-1919

1906

Production
total output

Full steam ahead

Lindum plough
works

RUSTON PROCTOR & CO.

Large employer

Electricity
for the Jubilee

1870

1870

1898

The Rose National carr

1880
1
880

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH
Located at Stamp End Works, Lincoln, the company were
established in 1842 when Nathaniel Clayton formed a
partnership with his brother-in-law, Joseph Shuttleworth to
become iron founders. By the second half of the 19th century,
d.
it had become one of the largest engineering firms in the world.

1885

Oil Strikes in Russia

Joseph Ruston persuaded a
group of Lancashire businessmen
that a ship canal from Liverpool to
Manchester would be an economic
viability if Ruston-built mechanical
excavators were used for the
digging. He received orders for
71 Ruston-Dunbar excavators.

Ploughing ahead
Relocation

The firm’s first portable steam
engine (to power agricultural
threshing machines) was built.
The company soon gained a
g
global reputation for producing
d
high quality steam engines and
threshing machines.

ROBEY & CO

1856

LiverpoolManchester
ship canal

Super-salesman Joseph Ruston adopts the
motto ‘the customer is my best friend’.

1861

HORNSBY & SONS
LTD (GRANTHAM)

1877

1875

The customer is my
best friend

The company’s
first threshing
machine is
built

The Wright brothers built the world’s first successful
aeroplane and made the first controlled, powered and
sustained heavier-than-air human flight. Their flying
machine was the first practical fixed-wing aircraft.

RUSTON PROCTOR & CO.

1860

WILLIAM
FOSTER & CO.

1815

1880 William Rose,
a tobacconist from
Gainsborough created a
machine to automatically
wrap half-ounce packets
of tobacco.

WILLIAM FOSTER & CO.

The company became the city’s largest employer in the 20th century,
eventually becoming Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery.

Portable
steam engine

The firm acquired forge and steam
hammers and a large hydraulic
forging press for shaping suspension
bridge links.

ROBEY & CO

Edward Clarke established a forge at 3 Hungate, Lincoln.
He started as a general forger of agricultural equipment
and a farrier, but he soon began to specialise in the
production of crankshafts for steam engines.

1849

First successful aeroplane

Expansion
n

1873

RUSTON PROCTOR & CO.

1845

WILLIAM
ROSE

RUSTON PROCTOR & CO.

1857

Lincolnshire firms led the field in the production
of new machines, many for use in farming.
Clayton & Shuttleworth, Robey and Ruston,
Marshall and Hornsby were all involved in the
new industries which attracted people from
rural areas and lead to a huge increase in the
populations of the towns.

1903

Named after the engineer Gustave Eiffel, whose
company designed and built the tower, the Eiffel
Tower was an engineering marvel. Erected as
the entrance arch to the 1889 World’s Fair, it has
become a global cultural icon. At 320 metres, the
tower is the tallest man-made structure in Paris
and for its first 41 years, the tallest in the world.

1870

Steam power
begins to replace
horsepower
on farms

William Foster buys a small flour
mill in Lincoln and starts the
small-scale manufacturing of
mill machinery and threshing
machinery.

The Eiffel Tower

Photo by: BazzaDaRambler

Following the hugely successful Great Exhibition in 1851, the Government’s
Department of Science and Art began establishing a network of art
schools as a means of promoting and aiding manufacturing. Now one
of the oldest schools of its kind in Britain, the Lincoln School of
Art quickly became one of Britain’s leading art schools.

1846

1876

Limited company

1860

First product
to be
mechanically
wrapped

1880

The Lincoln School of Science and Art founded

As the city’s reputation grew, so too did the reputations
of the ‘founding fathers’ of the city’s engineering tradition
– Nathaniel Clayton, Joseph Shuttleworth, William Foster,
Joseph Ruston and Robert Robey.

Lincolnshire firms lead the way

1881

1863

Lincoln becomes a byword for
engineering excellence

Packet steamer takes
passengers between
Lincoln and Boston

1889

CLARKES CRANK & FORGE COMPANY LTD

Frank Hornby was a visionary in toy development and manufacture,
and although he had no formal engineering training, he was
responsible for the invention and production of three of the
most popular lines of toys based on engineering principles in the
20th century: Meccano, Hornby Model Railways and Dinky Toys – all
of which helped children to understand the basics of mechanics and
inspire them to make and build things.

1846-1868

1834

A Napier car was the first car to break the 100 mph barrier. Arthur
MacDonald, drove a 90-hp model to a speed of 104.65 mph in a flying mile.

Frank Hornby

The exhibition acted as a catalyst for industry
and global exports, with Lincoln’s companies
benefitting enormously.

The railways linked Lincoln with
national trade networks and
ensured a reliable supply of raw
materials and the means to export
goods. Manufacturing and heavy
engineering was well established
in the city prior to the arrival of the
railways, which was an influential
factor in new industries setting up
in Lincoln. Large enterprises often
specialising in agricultural machinery
prospered in Lincoln.

First car to break the 100 mph barrier

Karl Friedrich Benz was a German
engine designer and car engineer,
generally regarded as the
inventor of the petrol-powered
automobile. Together with Bertha
Benz, he was a pioneering
founder of automobile
manufacturer Mercedes-Benz.

Inventor Alexander Graham Bell called
his assistant from his attic laboratory in
Boston, Massachusetts and and said “Mr.
Watson, come here! I want to see you”
and history was made.

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH

This German inventor and industrialist
gives his name to the SI unit of electrical
conductance, and was the founder of the
electrical and telecommunications
company Siemens.

WILLIAM FOSTER & CO.

Ernst Werner von Siemens

RUSTON PROCTOR & CO.

1816-1892

Albert Einstein was a
German-born theoretical
physicist who developed
the general theory of
relativity, one of the two
pillars of modern physics.

1905

First petrol
powered car

Alexander Graham Bell
creates the first intelligible
voice transmission over
electric wire

Albert Einstein

1861-1870

1851

Best known as the author of ‘The Laws of
Thought’, George Boole worked in the fields of
differential equations and algebraic logic. Boole
was the inventor of the prototype of what is
now called ‘Boolean logic’, which became the
basis of the modern digital computer. Boole is
regarded as the founder of computer science.

1886

1876

1901

1908

1910

The school is
renamed the City
of Lincoln Municipal
Technical School.

Formal opening of new
extension, incorporating
large science laboratory,
advanced electrical
laboratory and an engine
testing plant. Local
engineering firms gave
generous donations of
equipment.

The first part-time classes of
engineering apprentices began.
These were some of the very first
in the country. Courses included
mathematics, Engineering,
Drawing and mechanics.
apprentices attended on Monday
of each week without loss of
wages, and in some special cases
the firms also paid the fees (£1
10s 0d for the course).

City of
Lincoln
Municipal
Technical
School

The City’s first electricity
works is built

Great Northern Railway’s
Engine Shed is built

1900

Population
The population of Lincoln is 50
50,000.
000

Engineering
donations

1905

Electric trams
are introduced
to Lincoln

A national first

1926

1925

1914 -1918

The world’s first
liquid-fuelled rocket

Public demonstration of televised
silhouette images

First World War

The First World War had a profound impact upon British society. It swept away much of the
old Victorian and Edwardian order and established many of the features that we associate
with modern 20th century Britain. The war acted as a catalyst for industrial and engineering
development and innovation, mainly because of the need to develop more powerful war
machines than the enemy and to invent solutions for their rapid manufacture.

1916

The world’s first tank

Scottish inventor John Logie
Baird gave the first public
demonstration of televised
silhouette images in motion,
at Selfridge’s Department
Store in London.

Robert H Goddard was an
American professor, physicist and
inventor credited with creating
and building the world’s first
liquid fueled rocket, which he
successfully launched on March
16, 1926.

Then in 1926, Baird gave what
is widely recognised as being
the world’s first demonstration
of a working television system.

Goddard’s work as both theorist
and engineer anticipated many
of the developments that were to
make spaceflight possible.

The world’s first tank, designed and built in
Lincoln, goes into battle at the Somme.

1917
Shooting through a moving
propeller
During the First World War, the company
manufactured gun sights, breech blocks, shells and
synchronisation equipment requiring high precision
design and manufacture, allowing an aircraft gunner
to fire through moving propellers.

WILLIAM FOSTER & CO.

RUSTON &
HORNSBY LTD

Zeppelin

Wings of Horus
The 1000th Sopwith Camel, built at the plant was
named the Wings of Horus. Ruston & Proctor were
the largest British builder of aero-engines in WWI.

The company merged with
Hornsby & Sons and became best
known as a manufacturer of
narrow and standard gauge diesel
locomotives and steam shovels.
Other products included cars,
steam locomotives, a range of
internal combustion engines and
later, gas turbines. At this time,
the workforce grew to 10,000.

1914

1915-1918

Robeys were specialists in high-class engines
driving machinery up to 3,000 horsepower.
Mining machinery, air compressors and
engines of all types including tractions and
portables of all sizes were produced.

Robeys were involved in the
aircraft business for the war effort,
producing a strange array of
aeroplanes such as the Short 184
seaplane (a two-seat bomber and
torpedo carrier with folding wings)
and a so-called Gunbus.

Specialists

POWER JETS LTD
Set up by Frank Whittle, the company
designed and manufactured jet
engines in Rugby, Warwickshire.

Cadbury’s Roses

1930

RUSTON-BUCYRUS LTD
The Ruston excavation division amalgamated with
Bucyrus Erie, the largest manufacturer of excavators
in the USA at the time. The new company produced
es.
excavators and cranes.

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD

Engineer and inventor Sir Barnes Neville Wallis developed
the ‘bouncing bombs’ used by 617 ‘Dam Busters’ Squadron
to breach the Möhne and Eder dams in Germany in 1943.
He was at the forefront of aviation progress during
virtually the whole of his working life and his inventions
greatly contributed to the Allied victory in WWII. He also
designed airships, the Wellington Bomber and after the
war, worked on supersonic and hypersonic aircraft, radio
telescopy and nuclear submarines.

With the outbreak of the
Second World War, the
business diversified into war
production, including creating
the Rose Turret used in
Lancaster bombers. They also
developed connections for
rods for Lancaster bombers,
which led the company into
the bearings market.

The company is taken over by Mitchell,
Shackleton & Company of Manchester.

1944
1942

End of an era

1941

Crusader
III tank

1943

ROBEY & CO

When the German Army West headquarters
near Paris were captured, they were found
to be powered by Ruston diesel engines.

1950

Combustion
development group

Growth
By this time 9,248 people were working across
seven sites. When the Beevor Foundry opened,
it was the largest and most up-to-date foundry
in Europe.

The wartime team at Power Jets Ltd, led by Sir Frank
Whittle, had succeeded in developing the jet engine.
After the war, the team split up with some of its key
members, including Bob Fielden, joining Rustons to
work on the development of industrial gas turbines.

The Anchor Street works engaged mainly in the
production of diesel engine fuel pumps and
injection equipment and it’s where the Ruston
gas turbine began development.

1945-1988

Employs 5,000 men and
occupied a site covering
approximately 100 acres.

The forge was installed as part of the
waggon works to manufacture railway
rolling stock, road vehicles, oil engines,
steam engines and boilers.

Clayton & Shuttleworth made 500
Sopwith Camels, the most famous being
B7270 flown by Canadian Roy Brown
who was officially credited with the
downing of the Red Baron.

Between 1924 and 1932, the company designed
and built the mooring mast headgear for the
proposed airship service from Cardington in
Bedfordshire to serve the Empire. These were
used for the masts at Cardington, Ismailia (Egypt),
Karachi (then India) and Montreal.

CLAYTON, DEWANDRE
& COMPANY

Imperial Airship Service

Sopwith Camel

CLAYTON, DEWANDRE & COMPANY

1928

Photo by: Chris Allen

1924

Clayton & Shuttleworth now formed a partnership
with Belgian engineer Dewandre, who had developed
a vacuum servo for automotive use. This independent
company was set up to carry on the motor engineering
section of the business (formally known as Claytons
Waggons) and took over the Titanic Works.

1918

H.NEWSUM & SONS

Tough times

The company was wholly taken over by
the Admiralty for war production, stopping
development of new products and all
marketing activity.

1946

The War years

In the postwar period Robey & Co. faced new challenges and many product
lines were discontinued. But the company continued to be a major
manufacturer of pit head winding gear.

H
CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH

War production

1944

One of the world’s largest suppliers
of electric winders

1918

HORNSBY & SONS LTD

Frank Whittle reluctantly agreed to the
nationalisation of Power Jets Ltd. for £135,000, and
the company became Power Jets (Research and
Development) Ltd.

The last steam traction engine made in
Britain left the factory.

RUSTON-BUCYRUS
RUS LTD
LT
TD

Waltzing
Matilda II tank

ROBEY & CO

POWER JETS R&D LTD

POWER JETS R&D LTD

Many WWII submarines were also powered
by Ruston diesel engines and the company
at the time also built the first prototype of
the Valiant tank.

1916

1914

Supersonic flight brought with it substantial technicall
engineering challenges, as the aerodynamics are
dramatically different from those of subsonic flight.

TAKEOVER

Car Production

1914

Forge installed

Piloted by Air Force Captain Charles ‘Chuck’ Yeager,
the Bell X-1 rocket plane achieved Mach 1.06 (800
mph) going on to reach 1,000 mph in 1948.

Lancaster
bomber

Strange Aircraft!

Vast site

First manned supersonic flight

1939

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD

In the 1920s Ruston briefly went into the motor car business. Two
models of the Ruston car were produced – one that ran around the
Brookland race track, throttle wide open for hours at a stretch at a
constant speed of 52mph. Approximately 1300 were sold and as
recently as 1952 a Ruston car was still being used as a taxi in
Melbourne Australia. However the cars were too expensive and
production ceased in 1924.

1947

Bouncing Bombs

1948
1938

FOSTER-GWYNNES

Lincoln became a major centre for pump production in the
1930s. In 1960 the company was acquired by W H Allen & Co.
and pump production ceased in Lincoln in 1968.

1943

CLARKES CRANK & FORGE COMPANY LTD
ROSE BROTHERS
S

The company bought a Hammersmith-based pump
manufacturing company from John Gwynne. Pump
production was moved to Lincoln in 1930 and the company
became Foster-Gwynnes.

1920

In 1928, English inventor and
RAF Officer, Sir Frank Whittle
developed the concept of the jet
engine, which was realised by his
team at Power Jets Ltd in 1941.
English engineer A.A. Griffith,
who published a paper in 1926
on compressors and turbines,
also deserves credit. Over a
decade later in Germany, Hans
von Ohain created the Heinkel
HE 178 prototype, which became
the first jet aircraft to fly.

Photo by: Jon Bennett

A Ruston built BE2 fighter aircraft shot down the
first German Zeppelin airship over British soil.

1936

FOSTER-GWYNNES

1918

1916-1917

The first jet aircraft

1927

The company employed 2000 men but justt
two years later it had reduced to 1000.
After the war the firm went back to
rs
producing traction engines, steam tractors
and threshing machines.

All modern tanks are descended from these Lincoln-built machines.

The Second World War was a conflict that saw a great
deal of scientific, technical and engineering innovation
as each side worked tirelessly to develop more advanced
and powerful weapons. In this respect, the war was a
battle of scientific minds as well as of bullets and bombs.
Manufacturing production during the war was a critical
component to military performance. A vast amount of
weapons and manpower were needed and figures for
industrial production were massive. Jet engines,
computers, navigation systems, radar, microwave ovens,
nuclear bombs, nuclear power and the technology to
put man on the moon all came from inventions or
innovations made during the war.

1939

Second World War

Cadbury’s Roses chocolates are
named after the company, as
Rose Brothers developed the
first machine capable of
wrapping multi-shaped sweets.

Tough times

The First World War provided the background against which WM
Foster & Co. became best remembered. Under the dynamic
leadership of Sir William Tritton, the company developed and
produced the first military tank. In 1916 the first tank went into
service at the battle of the Somme.

This was the longest, most widespread, and deepest economic
depression of the 20th century. The timing of the Great
Depression varied across nations, but in most countries it
started in 1930 and lasted until the late 1930s or middle 1940s.
It severely effected the entire world and saw millions of
people thrown into poverty. It originated in USA after a fall in
stock prices and a stock market crash. Businesses and industry
were affected, having lost much of their own capital in either
the crash or the resulting bank closures and many started
cutting back their workers‘ hours or wages. In turn, workers
began to curb their spending and stopped buying things like
luxury goods. This lack of consumer spending caused more
businesses to cut back wages or to lay off workers and many
went bankrupt.

ROSE BROTHERS

The company had a lathe capable of swinging 60 inches
diameter and 32 feet between centres. Crankshafts were
being made for ships, aeroplanes, cars and other motor
vehicles.

1918

War production

1939-1945

10 ton crank shafts

The contribution made by the company during the war was
focused on the Navy: the company produced large numbers of
marine crankshafts and in 1917 the Admiralty provided the
necessary funds for the factory to be extended to produce
heavy forgings for ships.

1914

The Great Depression

CLARKES CRANK & FORGE COMPANY LTD

1920

War production

1914

1930-1945

The order book was empty and the company
was taken over by Ruston & Proctor (Lincoln)
to form Ruston & Hornsby Ltd.

1929

H.NEWSUM & SONS

SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

1918

Clayton & Shuttleworth's waggon works forge was
amalgamated with Thomas Smith, Stamping Works Ltd
of Coventry and Smith-Clayton Forge Ltd was formed to
produce motor vehicle parts.

Building London
The company moved to a purpose-built factory on Carholme
Road and undertook some of the largest contracts that had
ever been handled by a firm of joinery manufacturers. These
contracts were for the supply of all the manufactured
woodwork for houses being built by London County Council
for estates in Dagenham. The company created their own
designs for the prefabricated houses they made, allowing
rapid manufacture and assembly on-site.

JOHN COOKE

1934

JOHN COOKE

1938

An expanding product range

END

The company offered an extensive list of ploughs, and
tractor-drawn implements and carts with Dunlop tyres.

1914

LINCOLN COLLEGE

Girls at war
The school continued to
operate during the war,
organising training classes
for munition workers,
training over 400 girls for
local firms.

1915

Lincoln is the fifth largest
producer of aircraft
129 acres of the West Common Racecourse were
turned into aircraft landing strips and hangars, with
accommodation for test pilots under the grandstand.
A Royal Flying Corp crest is still visible above a
fireplace under the grandstand.

1914-1918

1918

Engineering for disabled
ex-servicemen
Special courses were run for training disabled
ex-servicemen in minor machine operations,
with considerable success, rehabilitating
ex-servicemen back into the local workforce.

1918

Re-classification of
engineering skills
An agreement, made to cover the
shortage of skilled labour due to the
war, allowed machine tool operators to
be classified as ‘skilled’ for the first time.

Engineering in Lincoln during WWI
With the advent of the First World War, Lincoln’s engineering industries
responded to the demand for military machinery and equipment. Alongside
armaments and military vehicles Lincoln was one of the largest centres for
aircraft production and was the birthplace of the modern military tank.

1918

A royal visit
King George V and Queen Mary visited Lincoln
to tour the factories of Rustons, Clayton &
Shuttleworth, Robeys and WM Fosters, which
had played such a big part in the war effort.

1923

Engineering
apprentice
certificates
The school is one of the first
in the country to introduce
the National Certificates in
Mechanical Engineering for
apprentices employed in the
City’s Engineering Industries.

1924

1928

Industrial links

Lincoln Technical
College

Due to the success of the National
Certificates a Higher National
Certificate is introduced. The provision
of such opportunities for apprentices
characterised the traditional close link
between the college and Lincoln’s
major industries.

City of Lincoln Municipal
Technical School became
Lincoln Technical College.

1927

The Usher Gallery

1920-1939
Inter-war period

The city’s engineering industries declined, moving away
from steam power and striking up new initiatives, some
based on the internal combustion engine. The railway
continued to be a vital link, but high unemployment
continued throughout much of the 1920s and 1930s and
through the Great Depression.

Usher & Sons jewellers held the sole rights to
e.
use the Lincoln Imp motif for a period of time.
They designed and manufactured the imp
ks,
figure on pins, brooches, spoons and cuff-links,
many set with precious stones. This success
allowed Mr Usher to build a vast collection
of ceramics, clocks and watches, coins, silver,
enamels and miniatures and to gift a gallery to
the city to house it for public display.

1931

From shop floor
to Principal
Mr Collis retires as principal and
is replaced by Mr E R Walter,
who had been Head of the
Engineering Department and a
former apprentice with Clayton
and Shuttleworth.

1932

1937

New premises
Lincoln Technical College
moves into its own premises
on Cathedral Street.

1930-1936

Lincoln during the Great Depression
Lincolnshire engineering firms suffered badly during the
depression, and in Lincoln, unemployment reached a peak
of 7,800 in 1933 (out of a population of 66,243 in 1931).
Notably, Clayton and Shuttleworth, formerly the greatest
concern in Lincolnshire, had to lay off most of their
workforce. Other companies survived by buying up other
companies elsewhere in Britain that were in difficulties and
selling off loss-making concerns. Most went through
bankruptcy or the appointment of a receiver at some stage,
several emerging in a new form thereafter. Ruston & Hornsby
were the only major firm to avoid that humiliation. Only in
the late 1930s did the county start to revive and also see new
engineering firms established to produce cranes, pumps and
armaments as well as the traditional agricultural engineering.

Re-equipping
and extending
electrical
laboratories
Extension to Cathedral Street
building opened, allowing the
College to develop new
part-time courses in Electrical
Engineering and re-equip and
extend the Electrical Laboratory.

1939

LINCOLN COLLEGE

War work
The college is re-organised to
include valuable ‘War Work’.
Many new courses were
nel
introduced for military personnel
and women machinists were
trained in a workshop in the
pel
basement of ‘Big Wesley’ Chapel
in Clasketgate.

1939

Second World War
By the start of the Second World War
the city’s fortunes had turned, and
Lincoln’s heavy engineering industries,
mostly located in the south east of the
city, expanded.

1949

Requests
from industry
Major modifications were made
to courses in Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering, including
specialised classes as requested
by local industry. Automobile
Engineering was also added.

1941

British jet power
The first aircraft using British designed jet
et
power flew for the first time from RAF
d
Cranwell, near Sleaford. The flight lasted
17 minutes.

1945-1967

Postwar engineering
After the end of the Second World War Lincoln’s industries increasingly struggled
with growing foreign competition. However, heavy engineering remained the city’s
main employer with many long-serving companies innovating and diversifying into
new markets.

1959

1958

Semiconductor Planar Process and
Integrated Circuit

First semiconductor
integrated circuit (IC)

The invention of the Planar Process by Jean A. Hoerni
and the Integrated Circuit (IC) based on planar
technology by Robert N. Noyce catapulted the
semiconductor industry into the silicon IC era. This
pair of pioneering inventions led to the present IC
industry, which today supplies a wide and growing
variety of advanced semiconductor products used
throughout the world.

Jack S. Kilby demonstrated the first
working integrated circuit to
managers at Texas Instruments.
This was the first time electronic
components were integrated onto
a single substrate. This seminal
device consisted of a phase shift
oscillator circuit on a tiny bar of
germanium measuring 11.1 mm by
1.6 mm. Today, integrated circuits
are the fundamental building
blocks of virtually all electronic
equipment.

1957

Sputnik becomes the first satellite
Sputnik 1 was the first artificial Earth satellite. Its
surprise success began the Space Age.

1954

1962

1969

The success of TELSTAR and the earth stations, the first built for active satellite
communications, illustrated the potential of a future worldwide satellite system to
provide communications between continents.

The United States’ Apollo 11 was the first manned
mission to land on the moon. Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin became the first humans to set foot on
the moon.

First transatlantic transmission of a television signal
via satellite

1960

Ruby laser
Invented by Theodore Maiman, this
was considered to be the first
successful optical or light laser.

1964

1962

The Bullet Train

Laser

Robert Hall created a
revolutionary type of laser
that is still used in many of
the electronic appliances
and communications
systems that we use today.

Rose Bearings began to concentrate exclusively on the
development and production of bearings at Saxilby.

FOSTER-GWYNNES

1952

1960

ENGLISH ELECTRIC LTD

The company is privatised and taken over by English Electric Ltd.

Total production
in this year was
1,379 machines

1956

1960

Innovation
The first company to supply
excavation machines with
air controls.

1956

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD

Product success

1952

Full-scale gas
turbine production
The company supplied the first
engine to a Kuwait oil field. This
engine was still operational in 1991
by which time it had completed
170,000 operating hours, including a
non-stop run of 15 months.

1959

1963

This 18,000-horsepower, combined
heat and power plant used waste
sewage gas to power 8 turbines at
Britain’s biggest sewage works in
east London.

A decision was taken to enter the
larger engine range and embark on
a new range of gas turbines of
common aerodynamic and thermal
design to be produced in several
frame sizes. The first was the
development vehicle, rated at
8,350bhp.

A new type of
power plant

The Ruston Boiler Works had
produced over 65,000 boilers,
with its ‘wetback’ model
considered to be the most
efficient shell-type boiler
available. In the 50s, the
company also produced
a huge variety of pressure
vessels using special automatic
welding equipment. At this
time, Ruston’s also pioneered
combined heat and power
schemes and became the first
company to fit a main Royal
Navy ship (HMS Cumberland)
with a gas turbine.

1957

ROBEY & CO

Produces parts for the
world’s largest radio
telescope at Jodrell Bank

1981

Space Shuttle Columbia is launched

ROSE FORGROVE LTD

After producing bearings used in racing cars
for many years, Rose Bearings sponsored its
own racing driver for the first time. The driver
was James Hunt who later went on to become
the Formula 1 World Champion in 1976.

GEC

English Electric Ltd
taken over by GEC.

1969

Lincoln subsidiary company.

Rose Bearings were used in Richard
Noble's land speed record car, Thrust 2.

Emphasis was focused on the
sales of special and aerospace
bearings specifically for Airbus
and BA146.

Rose Bearings was
sold by APV to
Minebea Co, Ltd.
Japan.

1988

NEW AEROSPACE FACTORY
Aerospace Manufacturing Facility built at Lincoln. Risk / revenue
sharing agreement signed with General Electric for the
manufacture of compressor modules for the CFE 738 jet engine.

RB INTERNATIONAL LTD

1985
1981

Turbine innovation

English Electric Ltd
Development of
taken over by GEC.
single-shaft turbine of
4,000bhp, known as
TD4000, began
incorporating four
combustion chambers
mounted around the
engine. The company also
built the first gas turbine
to burn North Sea gas, for
the Eastern Gas Board in
Watford.

An 8,500bhp gas turbine, named
the Tornado, was introduced.
Available as a single or twin-shaft
machine, it combined new
technology, metallurgy and
design factors with the traditional
Ruston characteristics of
reliability, endurance and minimal
maintenance.

To achieve the required level of compactness,
not only was the concept adopted of four
combustion chambers angled back over the
compressor, but also a two-shaft bearing
system using an overhung turbine. This
contributed significantly to achieving a
considerable reduction in overall length
of the turbine without affecting traditional
Ruston characteristics of accessibility. The new
engine was designated the TB and its design
was also influenced by the trend towards
packaged sets which could be pre-tested
in the manufacturer’s works to reduce
installation and other on-site costs.

Closure

1983

Tornado

The TA1750 turbine, developing 1,833bhp and
using new blade materials, was introduced.
Further development uprated the engine to
2,500bhp by improving component efficiency
and increasing the air mass flow.

1968

The Royal Academy of
Engineering – MacRobert
Award

1987

1989

Ruston announced
development work
on two new engines,
the Hurricane rated
at 1.5MW(e), and
the Typhoon, rated
at 4MW(e).

The Typhoon, designed for electrical
power generation, was formally
launched into world markets. To
achieve greater efficiency, reliability
and response times, the company’s
engineers introduced an improved
microprocessor-based control system
that was made available for all engines
in the Ruston range.

Hurricane
& Typhoon

This prestigious award, the engineering
equivalent of a Hollywood Oscar, was
awarded in recognition of the company’s
substantial contribution to innovative
engineering in the development of the
Tornado and other industrial gas turbines.

1978

Improved control

1987

EMINOX

EMINOX

Larger
premises

Formed on Crofton Close, Lincoln, the
company manufactures traditional exhaust
products for heavy-duty vehicles.

ROBEY & CO

Manufacturing

The company moves
to larger site in
North Warren Road,
Gainsborough.

ROBEY & CO

ROBEY & CO

The company built road and quarry plant, mining machinery,
winding engines, air compressors, prime movers and boilers.

New owners

The Hubble Space Telescope went into orbit
on April 25, deployed by the crew of the
Space Shuttle Discovery and remains in
operation today. Hubble orbits outside the
distortion of Earth’s atmosphere which allows
it to take extremely sharp images with almost
no background light.

Hubble Space Telescope

RB INTERNATIONAL LTD

Photo by: Morio

RUSTON-BUCYRUS LTD
GEC

1970

GEC

1961

1987

BAe & Airbus

1990

Oxford University
graduate, Tim
Berners-Lee invented
the World Wide
Web, while at CERN,
the European
Particle Physics
Laboratory.

RB LINCOLN LTD

1968

Single shaft
turbine

1985

The World
d
Wide Web

1985

RUSTON GAS TURBINES

RUSTON GAS
TURBINES (RGT)

1983

Land speed record

1989

We are at the start of
the age of genetics. Our
medicine, our food and even
our fuels are increasingly
reliant on gene technology.
A key step towards this
brave new world was the
development of robots that
can read DNA sequences.

This shuttle was the first reusable winged spaceship,
and was launched on April 12 from Kennedy Space
Centre. The mission was the first to use both liquid and
solid-propellant rocket engines for the launch of a
spacecraft carrying humans.

James Hunt, motor
racing legend

1968

First robotic DNA
sequencers
developed

Materials engineers develop ‘rare earth metals’ such as iron neodymium boride, which can be made into magnets
of high quality and permanency for use in sensors, computer disk drives, and automobile electrical motors. Other
rare earth metals were used in colour television phosphors, fluorescent bulbs, lasers, and magneto-optical storage
systems with a capacity 15 times greater than that of conventional magnetic disks and pave the way for the
development of the mobile phone.

The prototype handset gave
35 minutes of talk time and
weighed about as much as a
pineapple. Within 10 years, the
team of engineers at Motorola
had halved the weight and
doubled the talk time.

1970

1967

Ruston & Hornsby was taken
over by English Electric Ltd and
Napier Turbocharger
production was transferred to
Lincoln from Lancashire.

1987

Rare earth metals

Motorola invent the
mobile phone

The first ARPANET message was sent from a UCLA site to the
Stanford Research Institute, laying the foundations for the Internet.

The first application of static
control using semiconductors
applied to electric shovels

ENGLISH
ELECTRIC LTD

1980s

1973

Birth of the Internet

The Rose Bearings Division
and Rose Brothers Ltd were
merged with Forgrove Machinery
Company Ltd to form Rose
Forgrove Ltd, which was one of
the first companies to offer
self-lubricating materials with
uniflon. This technology remains
at the forefront of the market.

1966

New range

Concorde was a turbojet-powered supersonic passenger airliner. It
is one of only two types to have entered commercial service; the
other being the Tupolev Tu-144. Concorde was jointly developed
and produced by Aérospatiale and the British Aircraft Corporation
(BAC) under an Anglo-French treaty, and continued commercial
flights for 27 years.

1967

RUSTON-BUCYRUS LTD

The first hydraulic
machines with piston
pumps

Concorde

ROSE
FORGROVE LTD

‘Rose’ had became a generic
term for rod ends and spherical
bearings in much the same way as
we still clean our carpets with a
‘Hoover’. By the 21st anniversary
of the factory the company
employed over 200 people.

Britain’s last threshing machine

1969

1967

A well known
name

ENGLISH ELECTRIC LTD

1954

This was designed with the world’s most
advanced electrical and mechanical train
technologies to operate at speeds up to 210
km/hr, on the Tokaido Shinkansen line, a world
record when it began service in 1964. It has
carried more than 80 million passengers per year
for many years with an excellent safety record.

1965

ROSE BROTHERS

Rose Bearings

One giant leap for mankind

1988

Closure

1957

RILMAC GROUP OF COMPANIES

RILMAC GROUP OF
COMPANIES

Photo by: Mike Peel; Jodrell Bank Centre
for Astrophysics, University of Manchester

Gordon Riley and Jock McFayden began their
insulation sub contracting company (hence
the name - Ril-Mac!). The early days weren’t
easy and the company’s first van was a 5cwt
Ford Thomas Trader with 250,000 miles on
the clock.

CLARKES CRANK & FORGE COMPANY LTD

1954

1965

1968

Roger Walker, father of current Chairman, Paul Walker, had to sell
his car to raise the £700 needed for his third share of the company.
But in 1965 Roger Walker bought out the company.

Rilmac Sheet Metal began trading in 1968
when the company identified a need for a
cladding facility in house. Rilmac Insulation
had been lagging boilers but had previously
relied on an external company to provide
the cladding.

Buy out

1971

Rilmac Sheet Metal

Rilmac Holdings
Limited formed

Closure
GKN SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

MICROMETRIC

BRITISH
THOMPSON
HOUSTON
H Newsum & Sons’ factory was
bought by Leicester company
BTH for the manufacture
of semiconductors. The move
to Lincoln was partly driven
by the abundance of skilled
female labour – women had
proved to have the manual
dexterity and multi-tasking
ability needed for the job!

1960

ASSOCIATED
ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES (AEI)
ELECTRONIC
APPARATUS DIVISION

1963

AEI SEMICONDUCTORS
LTD

GEC TAKES OVER AEI

1975

1967

The first integrated circuits (consisting of 59
components) produced in Lincoln. The company
were the first to produce Fully Diffused
Thyristors in the UK.

New factory

GEC TAKES OVER AEI

New Carholme Road factory
completed.

The first thyristor to go into production in Britain
was manufactured in Lincoln. A thyristor can be
used to accurately control the flow of power, with
applications ranging from dimmers and electric
motor speed control, to high-voltage direct current
power transmission.

Semiconductor development
brought about a revolution
in electronic and radio
engineering by providing
miniature reliable devices
which did not require heater
supplies. These made possible
the development of guided
missiles and greatly reduced
the size and complexity of
computers, data processing
systems portable instruments
and process control systems.

1991

1978

First
computer
First computer used
for commercial
purposes.

1979

High Voltage
Direct Current
56mm High Voltage Direct Current
thyristor developed. Since modern
thyristors switch power on the scale
of megawatts, thyristor valves
became the heart of high-voltage
direct current (HVDC) conversion
either to or from alternating current.
In 1982, these semiconductors were
used in the cross-channel HVDC link –
designed to exchange electrical
power between Britain and France by
means of a HVDC underwater cable.

1974

CASTLET

1981

1984

1989

The first single bolt subsea clamp is sold to Gasunie. The clamp
and seals are for high-pressure oil and gas containment, mostly
used on offshore platforms around the world.

The first compact flange
is sold to CATS pipeline.

First subsea GSB is installed on the Mobil Beryl
yl
field and is still in service today. The GSB is a
single bolt clamp, which sits on the sea bed
(from 40m to 3000m depth) and is closed by a
remotely operated robot vessel.

1981

1983

1984

73mm GTO (Gate Turn-Off)
thyristor developed. These
GTO semi conductors
controlled the speed of
electric traction engines
and helped allow the
development of efficient,
reliable electric trains to
replace diesel locomotives.
They were later used on
Inter City 125 trains (which
at the time transformed rail
travel) and Eurostar
cross-channel trains.

100mm HVDC semiconductors
were used on the Nelson River
hydro-electric project in the USA.
This project converted the power
contained in the Great Lakes to
give electricity to the massively
demanding North American
consumer market.

High-pressure oil and gas
containment

Destec was formed to manufacture
products for oil and gas industries on-site.

1956

Rilmac’s Scaffolding
division is set-up

GKN SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

DESTEC

DESTEC

1990

RILMAC GROUP

When Maurice Gates saw an industrial laser being demonstrated,
he immediately recognised its potential to transform traditional
manufacturing by reducing the need for expensive tooling to
create component parts. It meant that new prototypes could be
tried quickly and cheaply, and component designs honed to
perfection. His new company’s mantra soon became ‘you design it,
we’ll make it’.

1969

Smith-Clayton Forge Ltd were taken over by GKN-Forgings
and Castings Group and the company became known as GKN
Smith-Clayton Forge.

SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

Closure

RILMAC GROUP

GKN SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

1963
1954

1982

MARCONI
ELECTRONIC
DEVICES LTD
(MEDL)
The new Doddington Road
factory was built and the
manufacture of integrated
circuits moved from Wembley
to Lincoln.

GTO thyristor

First compact
flange

Accreditation
The company gains ISO 9001.

First subsea GSB installed

1990

Hydro-electricity

GEC PLESSEY
SEMICONDUCTORS

Company formed by Bryan Carr to manufacture pollution
control equipment.

1978

CLAYTON, DEWANDRE & COMPANY

AMERICAN STANDARD

CLAYTON, DEWANDRE & COMPANY

Clayton, Dewandre & Company was taken over by
an American motor component conglomerate.

Closure

All-out
drive

CASTLET

1980

1983

The company had 75% of the UK market
for Electrostatic Power Supplies and
controls, mainly used in power stations.

The company begins to expand into overseas markets and
wins export orders from Korea, Germany and Japan.

3/4 of market share

1956

1989

Expansion into overseas markets

Queens Award
Queens Award for Technological Achievement awarded
for a new Microprocessor Controller used for thyristor
control. Over 6,000 have been supplied worldwide.

1981

A Government ‘White Paper’
was issued indicating an all-out
drive to increase the output of
technicians and technologists
from Colleges.

1988

GREENRAY

GREENRAY
Photo by: William Buckley

Greenray was established, and began by starting to supply Water
Well Drilling Rigs for use in North Africa and the Middle East.

1960

Record
numbers

1958

Queen Elizabeth opened Pelham Bridge, which
broke new ground by being the first bridge in
the world mounted on rubber-steel laminated
bearings. This innovation has since been used in
more than 10,000 structures worldwide.

A record number of students
attended the College with the
major increase coming from
the Engineering Department
with over 1,000 part-time
day students.

1962

1967

New engineering
and motor vehicle
e
workshops
The College purchased the ex
Rainforth Showrooms/A.R. Hill
garage/ Mansbridge garage on
corner of Temple St & Monks Rd
for the use of engineering and
motor vehicle workshops.

Lincoln College
of Technology
Lincoln Technical College
becomes Lincoln College
of Technology.

1966

Mechanical engineering provides 51%
of manufacturing jobs in Lincoln.

LINCOLN COLLEGE

1971

3,210 people in Lincolnshire
work in electrical engineering.

LINCOLN COLLEGE

1978

1983

1984

1985

Deans and Monks building
opened on the site previously
occupied by the City Abattoir
and Cattle Market. The aim was
to provide adequate extra
accommodation for
administration, business and
management studies,
mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, motor
vehicle workshop and a large
sports hall.

The County Council
provided funds for a
substantial investment in
equipment for new
technologies, including
the provision of computer
numerically controlled
machine tools for the
Engineering department.

A comprehensive teaching
programme of high
technology subjects to
meet the needs of the
electronics industry
begins. The purpose was
to train school leavers and
retrain older employees
with the necessary skills
for the City’s leading
hi-tech companies.

The College had the privilege to pilot a
national scheme designed to positively
discriminate on behalf of women into
engineering. The programme was known
as ‘Women in High Technology’. The
course relied heavily on the support of
local companies including Ruston Gas
Turbines, Marconi Electronic Devices and
English Electrical Valve Co, who provided
quality work placements which was critical
in determining the choice of Lincoln
College as the focus for the initiative.

Deans and Monks

Substantial
investment

High tech
training

Women into
high technology

1987

Merger
Lincoln College of Technology mergers with
Gainsborough College of Further Education
to form North Lincolnshire College.

1985

The western relief road
With its dual carriageway sections, the new road opened up outlying areas by
making them more easily accessible to larger vehicles and made it much quicker
to reach Newark, Grimsby, Scunthorpe and Hull.

1994

The most expensive civil
engineering project in
modern history

1991

The World Wide Web
becomes available to
the general public

Kansai International Airport in Japan
is the first airport ever to be built on
a 100% man-created island.
Engineers had to devise a plan for
building a new island in Osaka Bay,
which could overcome the risks of
earthquakes and typhoons. The
whole project became the most
expensive civil engineering work in
modern history, with a total cost of
US$ 20 billion.

CERN released the World Wide
Web software developed earlier by
Tim Berners-Lee. Specifications for
HTML (hypertext markup
language), URL (uniform resource
locator), and HTTP (hypertext
transfer protocol) began a new era
for content distribution.

1995

First aircraft produced through
computer-aided design and
engineering

Stealth bomber developed

IBM develop copper-based
chip technology

Northrop Grumman develops the B-2
bomber, with a ‘flying wing’ design.
Made of composite materials rather than
metal, it could not be detected by
conventional radar. At about the same
time, Lockheed designs the F-117 stealth
fighter, also difficult to detect by radar.

This technology used copper wires rather than
traditional aluminium to connect transistors in
chips. Other chip manufacturers were not far
behind, copper offered better conduction, faster
performance, required less electricity, and ran at
lower temperatures, This breakthrough allowed up
to 200 million transistors to be placed on a single chip.

Boeing debuts the twin-engine 777, the biggest
two-engine jet ever to fly and the first aircraft
produced through computer-aided design and
engineering. Only a nose mock-up was actually
built before the vehicle was assembled – and the
assembly was only 0.03 mm out of alignment
when a wing was attached.

1998

1994

GEC ALSTOM

Business jet engines

1990

Previously located in Broxbourne Hertfordshire, they
moved to a new purpose-built factory in Lincoln. Bulgin
Power Source are part of the AFBulgin & Co Group who
had been serving the electronics industry since the 1930s.

Engineering discussions commenced for the first titanium bearing
solutions for landing gear for the Airbus A380, the world’s largest
passenger airliner. Deliveries started in 2003 and the product
became the de facto standard for future programmes such as A350
and Boeing 787 and established NMB Minebea UK as the global
leader in the provider of aircraft landing gear bearings.
Mark Stansfield was promoted to Managing Director. At this time
annual sales were £10m per year. Today (Lincoln & Karuizawa sales)
are in excess of £30m per year.

2000

Launches the 170W oracle
telemetry psu range

A new power supply company
Bulgin Power Source (now part of Elektron PLC) acquired
Powertron Ltd, a Cambridge-based power supply company.

1992
GEC

1991

1992

EUROPEAN GAS
TURBINES

1993

More power

GEC merged with Alcatel Alsthom and
Rustons became European Gas Turbines.

The company launches the 560W Oracle – the first of
the range of advanced intelligent telemetry DC backup
products for the gas sector. A £2 million contract award was
part of a £60million upgrade to the national gas network.

RB INTERNATIONAL LTD

The first all-hydraulic
crawler crane

Following successful operating
experience in the field at its
introductory rating, the Typhoon’s
power was increased to its design
rating of 4.55MW(e). This was achieved
by increasing the speed from
16,570rpm to 17,384rpm and the
turbine inlet temperature from 1050°C
to 1100°C.

EUROPEAN GAS TURBINES

The company developed a dry, low
emission combustion system that
was initially available for use only
on the Typhoon.

1997

The Tempest, a single-shaft gas turbine, with a thermal
efficiency of 33% and an output of 7.50MW(e), was launched.

The 18,000bhp Cyclone gas turbine was introduced; a twin-shaft
machine suitable for power generation and mechanical drives.
It utilised proven technology evolved through the Typhoon,
Tornado and Tempest gas turbines and had simple cycle
efficiency in excess of 35%. The Cyclone represented an
extension of the Tempest gas turbine with the addition of
a zero stage to the air compressor, a two-stage compressor
turbine and a two-stage free power turbine.

The Tempest is a scaled design, based upon the proven
technology of the Typhoon engine, that achieves a higher
output and complements EGT’s existing family of industrial
gas turbines.

1994

First CRT

The company announced NOx emission figures of 25ppmV on
natural gas for the Typhoon, Tornado and Tempest fitted with
a DLE combustion system.

®

1998

Eminox manufactures and supplies its first CRTs (Continuously
Regenerating Trap). This emission control product virtually eliminates
harmful pollutants such as particulate matter, carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons from diesel engine exhaust gas. It continues to be a
market-leading solution, with over 80,000 installed to date.

EMINOX

RB International
Ltd goes into
administration

The Cyclone

Volvo Contract
Photo by: bilbobagweed
Ph

1994

Relocation

Contract won with Volvo
Truck, who fit the CRT as a
standard option.

ALSTOM POWER UK LTD
After highly successful field operation and extensive
development testing, the DLE system was made available with
9ppm NOx guarantees on Tempest and Cyclone operating on
gas fuel in the dual fuel DLE system.

Precision laser
welding begins

1994

UEF AUTOMOTIVE

Rlmac Fabrication Limited
Rilmac Fabrication offers a diverse range of steel fabrication,
assembly and finishing services, including the steel
fabrication of complex structures in heavy plate and sections
for customers within the oil and gas, power generation and
general engineering sectors. Fabrications manufactured by
Rilmac can be found throughout the world.

MICROMETRIC
DESTEC

1992

ExxonMobil Contract
The company wins a contract with
ExxonMobil to supply products.

1994

1996

Single bolt clamps

First regeneration
head vessel cut

Destec wins contract with Cameron
Ireland to supply single bolt clamps.

The first regeneration head
vessel is cut at Coryton Mobil
refinery.

1995

GEC PLESSEY SEMICONDUCTORS

The company becomes UEF - UEF Aerospace
operate the large forge drop hammer and UEF
Automotive operate the large 16,000 tonne
screw forge press.

1993

GEC PLESSEY
SEMICONDUCTORS
The company that is now Rakon UK started life in Lancashire in
1937. They made early quartz crystals and oscillators for the radio
industry and relocated to Lincoln in 1993.

1996

1995

The business was acquired by
Canadian company C-MAC.

This allows power companies to more effectively keep
the lights on, water companies to keep the water
flowing, gas companies to keep the gas on and traffic to
move, even in disruptive weather conditions.

2003

Environment
The company’s Environmental
Management procedures were approved
to BS EN ISO 14001: 1996. An order
for the 50th Tempest engine was
announced and the Tempest model also
passed the half million running hours
milestone.
The company gained a £2.9m grant from
UK DTI for development of a Biomass
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
(BIGCC) program, using a Cyclone gas
turbine as the prime mover operating
on Low Calorific Value fuels derived
from renewable sources.

SIEMENS
INDUSTRIAL
TURBOMACHINERY LTD

15,000 psi
subsea well

5 axis capability

Rilmac celebrated
50 years trading

DESTEC

DYNEX SEMICONDUCTOR LTD

On-site machining at Coryton refinery
The company wins a contract for on-site machining with Coryton refinery.

DYNEX SEMICONDUCTOR LTD

2000

DYNEX
SEMICONDUCTOR LTD

2004

2008

Dr Paul Taylor is a world-renowned engineer and physicist in the field of semiconductor research and was
appointed in 2011 as a UK manufacturing champion for the ‘Make it in Great Britain’ campaign. The aim was
to promote the message that vibrant manufacturing is flourishing in the UK and to lobby for overseas trade
and investment opportunities.

The company was bought by CSR corporation Ltd, China, but retained the
name Dynex. CSR is one of the world’s largest rail transport and equipment
manufacturers. The acquisition of Dynex by CSR brought about the need to
develop and innovate more rapidly and the funding was provided to do so.
This development is largely being driven by massive demand in China,
spurred on by their green agenda. Dynex Semiconductors are now used in
the Shanghai Metro and an ever increasing number of other Chinese cities.

2002

2004

The company launched the first-ever ultra stable TCXO
(Temperature Compensated Crystals Oscillator) designed
and integrated onto a single piece of silicon. This
transformed the telecommunications business by cutting
cost and reducing the power needs of devices.

Since 2004, Rakon has been the sole supplier of TCXOs for the
oscillator used in satellite-aided-tracking beacons. The system has
saved more than 30,000 lives since its inception in 1984.

Transforming telecoms

New ownership

New CEO appointed

The company’s oscillator

2007

RAKON
Rakon Limited from Auckland, NZ acquired
the company to obtain the world-leading
technologies developed in Lincoln and to
access new markets.

As the smart-phone revolution took hold, Rakon’s
ultra-stable, low cost products allowed investments
in new infrastructure to be commercially viable.

CASTLET

2002

2004

Agusta Westland Helicopters
Ltd awards Castlet approved
supplier status.

Rolls Royce awards Castlet a Certificate of Approval for the
design and manufacture of electrical and electronic
assemblies used in aerospace applications.

Rolls Royce approval

e2v

e2v

Under one name or another, e2v has had a presence in Lincoln for 46 years,
designing, developing and manufacturing microwave frequency based high
technology products for the world’s largest system companies.
e2v is globally recognised for its excellence in microwave technology.

Greenray sold its first land-based
oil-drilling rig into Algeria.

Lincoln College is a founding member of the Engineering Training Centre Company, a partnership
between local engineering firms, local government and the college to provide a one-stop-shop for
education and training, research and development within engineering and related industries.

International business award

2002

The company opened its first premises in Lincoln,
just off Doddington Road, and became an exclusive
global distributor of spares for GEC Gas Turbines.

Founding member

2008

Winner of the ‘East Midlands International Business
of the Year 2008’.

Photo by: MilborneOne

Greenray started its Gas Turbine business working
g
to supply spare parts for Gas Turbines to Greece,
Bangladesh and Syria.

1997

Large counterblow hammer uprated from DG80
to a DG90, Europe’s largest, producing a max
900KJ, forging at temperatures of up to 1340°c.
y
Wyman-Gordon supplies parts for Pratt & Whitney
and Rolls Royce engines, including the Trent 1000
engine used on the Boeing Dreamliner.

Chevron contract

2001

DESTEC

C-MAC

Europe's largest
counterblow hammer

2007

2003

2004

2002

Contract research and consultancy purchased by business from the
University has been worth over £16 million in the last five years.

Fibre lasers can cut to within a third off
a width of a human hair and can weld
very thin metal. This makes them ideal
for producing very fine parts – from
electron microscope screens to masks
for semiconductor manufacture.

Maurice Gates retires and Neil Main took
over ownership of the company.

Napier became an independent company. Beginning in
1808, Napier has over 200 years of history and has
earned a reputation for quality and engineering
excellence, producing everything from printing presses
and franking machines to cars, aero engines and today,
the world’s finest industrial turbochargers.

2008

Fibre lasers

360 degree laser milling, meaning round,
not just flat or cylindrical parts could
be created.

NAPIER TURBOCHARGERS

Destec wins a contract with Chevron Thailand
to supply G-range clamps & seals.

New Lincoln premises

A new £1.5 million Technology Centre opens
in Bishops Building. Created as a collaborative
project between the college, Lincoln City
Council and a network of regional business,
it was designed to meet the needs of today’s
modern engineering profession.

2006

2008

Linwave Technology is a UK manufacturer of high technology solutions for a wide range of
microwave and RF applications in military, satellite communications, telecoms and Industrial
markets. The company’s engineered integrated solutions provide top tier customers with
options to add functionality and performance for enhanced systems performance.

1997

Her Majesty the Queen opened the first University of Lincoln
building on the Brayford Campus – the first new city centre campus
to be built in the UK for decades. More than £140 million has been
invested in the site that has transformed a city centre brownfield
site, revitalised the area and attracted investment from the retail,
leisure and property sectors.

MICROMETRIC

DON
WYMAN-GORDON

1993

THE UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN

The new test bed for the
SGT-400 opened at the Lincoln
facility. The test facility on-site
enables customers to come
and witness their engine
being tested prior to it
arriving on to their site.

2003

UEF Aerospace became Wyman-Gordon Ltd and Wyman-Gordon
became the forging division of Precision Castparts Corporation (PCC).

Launch of the Microprocessor Controller II with
‘Regupulse’ facility, meant that lower emissions
could be achieved.

Lincoln College continues to be at the forefront
of equal opportunities by holding its first
‘Girls into Engineering’ day, an initiative to
encourage girls from local schools to think
about engineering as a realistic choice for
theircareer choice.

On-site testing

EMINOX

WYMAN-GORDON

Microprocessor Controller II

1996

2007

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD
D

On 1st May, ALSTOM Power UK Ltd was sold
to Siemens AG and traded as Demag Delaval
Industrial Turbomachinery Ltd until 1st
October when, following the finalisation of
all legal requirements, the company became
Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery Ltd.

2000

1999

1998

Girls into engineering

NMB MINEBEA

Rose Bearings name changes
to NMB Minebea UK Ltd.

Italian company Bifrangi Spa took over UEF Automotive Lincoln.
The company manufacture components for the agricultural,
off-highway, marine, power generation and mining sectors.

MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR LTD

1994

VXI launched the 75W Oracle unit
aimed at the water utilities and
environmental agency markets.

BIFRANGI UK LTD

MITEL
SEMICONDUCTOR LTD

CASTLET

LINCOLN COLLEGE

The company acquired Glasgow-based Morven Electronics and
launched the 130W Oracle unit to service the electricity utilities
market. In 2005, the company also took on the Studer range of
Swiss manufactured off grid and renewable inverter products.

2003

UEF AEROSPACE

The company
moved into a
purpose-built
facility on Sadler
Road, with 30
employees.

Gas Turbine division

New backup product

NMB
MINEBEA UK
LTD

Helicopter vision

GREENRAY

2004

2001

Relocation
n

C-MAC

VXI POWER LTD

Morven Electronics

The EU include the reduction of Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)
in their Air Quality directives and Eminox launches its SCRT
product (a combination of CRT with SCR (selective catalytic
reduction)) which significantly reduces NOx and its
derivative NO2. Eminox have more SCRT systems in
operation across Europe than any other provider.

Unlike traditional welding, laser welding
produces very little heat and no material
distortion, so it is ideal for sealing
electronic equipment housings used
in avionics for aeroplane radars etc.

The aim is to allow physicists to address some of the
still-unsolved questions of physics and to test the
predictions of different theories of particle physics and
high-energy physics; particularly to prove or disprove the
existence of the theorised Higgs boson ‘God Particle’.

LINWAVE TECHNOLOGY

1998

The first UK designs for high power IGBT (Insulated Gate
Bipolar Transistor) were developed in Lincoln. This was the
realisation of a new idea in semiconductor design. IGBTs
are noted for combining high efficiency and fast power
switching. Availability of affordable, reliable IGBTs is an
important enabler for electric transport, electric and hybrid
vehicles and renewable energy. IGBTs are at the core of
many modern consumer appliances but production in Lincoln
is focused on industrial, very high power applications.

2005

The company was formed by ex Bulgin Power Source Ltd
employees to design and manufacture technologically
advanced power products including uninterruptable
power supplies with embedded control and
communications technology for remote operation.

Tempest goes mobile

At 17 miles in circumference, the Large Hadron Collider
is the world’s largest machine. Considered one of the
great engineering milestones of mankind, it was built by
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN).

ALSTOM

Turbofan engines

VXI POWER LTD

2001

G8SB connectors used on first
15,000 psi subsea well.

New ideas in
semiconductor design

Long term agreement signed with
Honeywell for the manufacture
of parts for the LF502/7 turbofan
engine.

Key global customers include: John Deere Inc, Caterpillar,
Cummins Engine Co, Ford, Joy Global and Daimler.

1997

UNITED ENGINEERING
FORGINGS LTD (UEF)

Long term agreement signed with
General Electric for the manufacture
of parts for the F414 jet engine used
on F/A-18 Super Hornet fighters.

2002

RILMAC GROUP

GKN SMITH-CLAYTON FORGE

2004

2002

SCRT® launched

2000

2003

Commenced design, development
m
and production of railway and tram
ct
bearings. The standards for product
design & manufacturing integrity
and passenger safety are equally
applicable to the rail and tram
market as they are to aerospace.

2001

The venerable TB, with nearly 900 units sold, was retired from
the new sales offering but was still highly sought after and
available as refurbished equipment alongside the TA.

MICROMETRIC

The company moved to a new, purpose
built factory on Doddington Road.

Railway & tram
bearings

The Tempest was uprated to 7.9MWe.
A mobile, trailer mounted Tempest
package was launched with dual fuel
and dual frequency capability; the
package was aimed at short-term
power requirements anywhere in
the world.

1999

The Renault Kangoo is produced.
It is the first plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle, which can be
recharged from the mains, and
does not require conventional
fuel for short trips.

Fighter jet engines

2002

2000

1995

The Tempest

Electrical Review
Industry Training
Award

The feat of engineering that made this possible is
the International Space Station, an orbiting base
e
S by
about as long a football pitch. This makes the ISS
far the largest structure ever assembled in space and
the most ambitious space project ever undertaken.

The world’s largest machine

The discovery of graphene has launched a new era in
nanotechnology. It is being hailed as a wonder material that may
transform our lives. Graphene is a one-atom thick layer of carbon
arranged in a honeycomb lattice, with truly unique mechanical,
electrical and optical properties. Graphene is 1,000,000 times thinnerr
than a human hair, 300 times stronger than steel and 1,000 times
more conductive than silicon. Because it is only one atom thick, it is
perfectly transparent and flexible. It is hoped that graphene will
lead to new communication devices that are structurally smaller
than those relying on conventional metals and semiconductors.

Hybrid electric vehicle

Titanium landing gear

BULGIN POWER SOURCE

1994

Humans take up permanent
residence in space

2000

Risk / revenue sharing agreement signed with General
Electric for the re-design and manufacture of compressor
spool assemblies for the J85 jet engine used on USAF
Talon trainer aircraft.

Risk / revenue sharing agreement signed
with Allied Signal for the manufacture
of turbine disks for the TFE 731 business
jet engine.

BULGIN POWER SOURCE

2003

Long term agreement signed with General Electric for the
manufacture of compressor spools for the T58 helicopter jet engine.

ROSE FORGROVE LTD

Risk/revenue sharing
agreement signed

2000

Helicopter jet engines

GEC ALSTOM becomes ALSTOM.

2008

Graphene

2000

ALSTOM

ALSTOM

1997
GEC ALSTOM

2003

1997

1997

Drilling in Algeria

1999

The region's first
ever 5 axel CNC
milling machine
As part of the continued support of
the development of Lincolnshire’s
engineering skills, Lincoln College
installed a DMU50 - the regions first
ever 5 axel CNC milling machine.

GREENRAY

LINCOLN COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN

2002

Empowerment sculpture
The Empowerment sculpture spans the River Witham in Lincoln’s City
Square. It takes the form of two aluminium-and-steel human figures
reaching to each other across the water. The design is intended to
echo the shape of turbine blades, in recognition of Lincoln’s industrial
heritage and at 16 metres tall, is the largest sculpture in Lincolnshire.

2006

Siemens Advanced Partner
Greenray extended its premises to accommodate a new
agreement with Siemens, and became an Advanced
Partner for Mature (old) Gas Turbine Packages.

2007

Bishop's Extension

2004

University
library opens
The library is located in the
Great Central Warehouse (GCW)
building, originally built in 1907
by the Great Central Railway.
Its conversion into a university
library won architecture awards
for conservation and regeneration.

Extension built on the side of Bishops
Building to cater for the increasing
demand of automotive studies.

2006

The Engine Shed opens
Built in 1874 by the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire Railway, the Engine Shed was the only
surviving, four-track, dead-end railway building in Lincolnshire. Refitted as an entertainment
venue and the University’s Student Union, it is now the region’s largest live music venue.

LINCOLN COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN

2010

The 828m tall Burj Khalifa in Dubai is the tallest
building in the world. It is an engineering
masterpiece which required a new building
classification to be created - ‘Megatall’.

2011

The average
UK salary is
£21,093 in
manufacturing

2010

Engineering sector
worth £137 billion

Higgs boson particle confirmed
The Higgs boson or Higgs particle is an elementary particle initially
theorised in 1964 but only now proven. The discovery has been
called ‘monumental‘ because its existence and knowledge of its
exact properties are expected to impact scientific knowledge across
a range of fields. This should eventually allow physicists to guide
other theories and discoveries in particle physics, and over time
lead to developments in ‘new’ physics, and new technologies.

Representing 10% of the UK’s GDP.

2009

2012

ITP ENGINES UK LTD

2011

ITP acquires Alstom Aerospace.

2009

New market
demands

VXI POWER LTD

The 40W Oracle was launched
in response to developing
market needs for less power
and more communications
within a smaller package.

Modbus PSUs
Rack-mounted and programmable,
these were launched for use in the
instrumentation market.

New engine

2015

Photo by: Flock and Siemens

2013

Burj Khalifa

Supersonic Bloodhound
Built by a team of Formula 1 and aerospace
experts, with parts engineered in Lincolnshire,
Bloodhound SSC is a Supersonic car which will
attempt to set a new world land speed record
in early 2015. Bloodhound’s aerodynamic shape,
allied to the immense power of its Falcon
hybrid rocket and Eurofighter-Typhoon jet
engine, will take it through the sound barrier
and beyond to over 1,000mph. That’s faster
than a bullet shot from many hand guns.

2013

Engineering sector
tor
worth £455.6 billion
The engineering sector contributed £455.6
billion of the UK’s £1,683 billion GDP in
2014 (that's 27.1%).

ITP ENGINES UK LTD

Long term agreement signed with Pratt & Whitney for
the manufacture of parts for a major new jet engine.

2012

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING

Louis Vuitton

The Internet of Things

The company supplied 500 bearings as an integral
structural part of Louis Vuitton’s recently opened
foundation building in the Jardin d'Acclimatation in Paris.
It has been widely acclaimed as a state of the art
architectural masterpiece.

NMB MINEBEA

2013/14

2015

Siemens expanded its gas turbine portfolio with the introduction
of the SGT-300 mechanical drive.

In April 2013 Siemens opened its new state-of-the
art gas turbine service centre at Teal Park in Lincoln.
Feilden House is home to Siemens world class gas
turbine overhaul facility that is driven by lean processes.

Siemens invests £6 million to create a state-of-the-art gas turbine
manufacturing facility site in the heart of the city.

In 2014 Siemens announced the global acquisition of
Rolls-Royce energy business in a £785m deal.

Siemens and the University of
Lincoln announce second phase of
the Engineering Hub development.
The Isaac Newton Building is being
created to support the University’s
growth in engineering, computer
science, mathematics and physics
and provide additional space to
Siemens product training facility.

2012

New Service Centre and
Rolls Royce Energy

Engineering Hub

SIEMENS INDUSTRIAL TURBOMACHINERY LTD

The Engineering Hub, a collaboration between the
University of Lincoln and Siemens was officially opened
by HRH Princess Anne.

Phase 2
Engineering Hub

Siemens in Lincoln won its largest ever gas turbine service order.

NAPIER TURBOCHARGERS

WYMAN-GORDON

The future...

2012

Napier turbochargers
(a Wabtec company)
Bought by American conglomerate, Wabtec Group. Napier
Turbochargers remain world leaders in the design, manufacture and
support of industrial turbochargers. With over 60 years’ experience,
Napier have produced in excess of 50,000 turbochargers and are the
first choice for the world’s leading engine manufacturers.

Understanding where engineering has been lets us better understand where it’s going.
With the help of steam and water power we entered the Industrial Age in the 1750s, the advent
of semiconductors and electronics enabled the Digital Age from the 1960s, and after 1995
we were in the Information Age where the microprocessor and mobile networked communication
has transformed our lives.
So as we move into the future, we expect to enter the fourth age of engineering, the Automation Age.
This will be when the objects we use at home and work every day, the machines that operate our
factories, cars, trains, boats and planes and even our clothes and shoes will all have network
connectivity, allowing them to send and receive data and adjust to their environment and our demands
on them. Even the materials they are made from will be programmable – so called Metamaterials,
changing from hard to soft as the network requires or at the touch of a button. This is what is heralded
as the Internet of Things and Engineering 4.0 and our lives will be transformed by it... this is a really
exciting time to be an engineer.

Photo by: aceebee

EMINOX

2011

2012

Company turnover exceeds
£40 million

The company outgrows its North Warren Road site and
moves to a new factory on Corringham Road Industrial
Estate, Gainsborough.

Annual turnover

RILMAC GROUP

MICROMETRIC

2010

2011

From London
to Leeds

Accreditation
The company achieves
ISO9001 accreditation for
asbestos, insulation and
scaffolding services.

Rilmac Scaffolding had enough
scaffolding boards to stretch
from London to Leeds.

2009

2011

North Sea Oil & Gas

Regeneration head removal
for Shell Oil

The company’s service team completes the overhaul of 276
Destec G-range hubs for Shell in the Southern North Sea.

Destec complete their 18th regeneration head
removal in Malaysia for Shell.

FOR LINCOLN

New factory

Multi-million pound science
and innovation park

2012

Fully integrated process
Additional processes such as wire erosion, grinding, milling, heat treatment
and non-destructive testing are introduced to give a fully integrated process
flow allowing complete manufacture of component parts eg parts for gas
turbines, oil exploration instrumentation and racing car parts.

2012

Lincoln is to become home to some of the finest
scientific minds and most innovative high-tech
businesses in the UK, thanks to a partnership
between The University of Lincoln and Lincolnshire Co-operative.

DESTEC

BP quad 204 project
An agreement is signed to supply Desflex compact
flanges to the BP quad 204 project.

DYNEX SEMICONDUCTOR LTD

2010

2012

2014

This increased the production capacity
for the IGBT by 10 times and lowered
the cost for customers, driving sales
and propelling the business forward.
In the same year Dynex was awarded
the Queens Award for Enterprise for itss
export achievements.

The mutually beneficial partnership with CSR allowed
Dynex, for the first time, to work in close conjunction
with skilled Chinese engineers with expertise in
applications such as rail transport. The R&D department
increased from 8 people in 2008 to 48 in 2014, many of
whom are Chinese.

A new team was set up at Dynex to develop electronic
power equipment to drive our future electric cars.

New R&D centre and offices

6 inch silicon wafer

Electric cars

2014

RAKON
CASTLET

Lincoln Science and Innovation Park is rapidly developing with c.£30m already invested or committed
- land and buildings on Green Lane (off Tritton Road) are becoming a hub of science and technology
expertise and home to a mix of university and commercial enterprises in what is a first for the city.

Relocation
Rakon relocated its Lincoln facility to New Zealand.

2010

2011

Schneider Electric Partner
Program

Microprocessor
Controller III

Castlet enters a Silver Citect Product Integration
Partner Program with Schneider Electric providing
software support for Programmable Logic Controllers
used for the control of integrated electrical systems.

e2v

Microprocessor Controller III released.

2012

2013

Castlet’s Aerospace, Marine
and Ground Division is a world leader,
providing high-tech electronic solutions
for the Eurofighter Typhoon, and Sting
Ray Torpedo. Castlet becomes a Siemens
Solutions Partner for Automation Drives.

Castlet awarded a Torpedo Capability
Contract from BAE Systems for work on
the Stingray project.

World leaders

Stingray torpedo

Most employees become shareholders
through a management buy out.
Photo by: LA(Phot) Dan Rosenbaum/MOD

2011

New microwave technology centre
The opening of the technology centre in Lincoln enabled e2v to maintain their
highly skilled engineering knowledge in the area and undertake projects that
involve a close relationship with academia and customers around the world.
The company employs 60 people in Lincoln, the majority of whom are specialist
engineers and scientists. They are responsible for designing and developing
technology solutions, components and sub-systems based on microwave
frequency electronics technologies coupled with novel materials and processes.

GREENRAY

2010

2012

The company further extended its office facilities in Lincoln to
accommodate new employees and opened a purpose built
workshop and office facility in Aberdeen to support repairs and
overhauls of Gas Turbines.

Greenray moved its head office from Lutterworth
(Leicestershire) to Lincoln, and in doing so sold its water
division to Jindal Saw of India.

New Aberdeen facility

Think Tank Innovation Centre Opens
Built on the historically important site used for the
prototype testing of the first military tank by WM
Fosters & Co, this £7 million pound building creates
offices, workshops, conferencing rooms and exhibition
space and networking facilities designed to attract
new innovative, science based businesses to the city.

Integrated Turbine
Systems Ltd
Establishment of sister company, Integrated
Turbine Systems Limited, to provide sales,
service, installation and commissioning support
for steam turbines and gas compressors.

HQ moves to Lincoln

2011

2009

2014

LINCOLN COLLEGE

Ofsted Outstanding
Lincoln College was awarded ‘Ofsted Outstanding’.

2011

2012

The University of Lincoln Engineering School opens.
Supported by Siemens, this was the first new Engineering
school in the UK for more than 20 years. This £37
million project combined state-of-the-art R&D and
teaching facilities and made a statement of intent about
engineering in the city.

The University ranked in
the top 50 of The Guardian
University Guide for the
first time.

New Engineering school

Top 50

2015

State of the art retrofits
The Greenray Group of companies
establishes Greenray Control Solutions Ltd to
provide state of the art control system
retrofit solutions.

2015

UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN 9.5% of people in Lincoln are employed in Engineering

2013

LINCOLN UTC
The UTC was set up for students aged
14-18 wishing to specialise in engineering
and core science, helping them to become
the scientists and engineers of the future.

2014

Doors open

LINCOLN UTC

Temporarily located in Chad Varah
House, the UTC opened its doors in
September 2014 with a first cohort of
141 students, 15% of which are female.

2015

Engineering
School extension
Building works on the extension to
the School of Engineering begins.

ITP Engines Ltd

NMB Minebea

www.itp.es

www.nmb-minebea.co.uk

Contact: Stacey.white@itp-engines.co.uk
Sector: Aerospace Manufacturing
Established: 1989
Number of staﬀ: 90 Lincoln, 3,000 worldwide

Contact: hr.lincoln@nmb-minebea.com
Sector: Manufacturing
Established: 1880
Number of staﬀ: 255 Lincoln

ITP is a leading company in the global
aircraft engine supply market, currently
being the ninth largest aircraft engine
company in the world by revenue (627
million euros in 2013) and ranking among
the top one hundred companies in the
aviation industry globally.

Today NMB Minebea are world leaders in
the design and manufacture of bearings,
which are used in such applications as
aircraft landing gear and high-speed
trains. The company employs over 250
people in Lincolnshire and has a turnover
of £30m.

ITP includes among its activities the
design, research and development,
manufacture and casting and assembly
and testing of aeronautical engines, as
well as industrial turbines. Hence, ITP is
present throughout the entire product

life cycle, being a direct tier 1 supplier to
the world’s leading engine manufacturers.
Thanks to program investments made
in recent years and growth prospects for
the global aviation industry (about + 5%
annually), ITP’s future rmly points to
growth. The company estimates that
within 20 years, it will reach a 50% share
of the wide-body and 45% of the single
aisle aircraft market, which in practice
means that 1 in every 2 planes will y
with ITP low pressure turbines.

Siemens

The company is pushing the frontiers
of bearing technology in aerospace
applications to include performance
testing and the development of coatings
and weight-saving solutions.

Eminox

Destec

www.eminox.com

www.destec.co.uk

Contact: enquiries@eminox.com
Sector: Manufacturing
Established: 1978
Number of staﬀ: 200 Gainsborough

Contact: sales@destec.co.uk
Sector: Service and Manufacturing for Oil & Gas Markets
Established: 1969
Number of staﬀ: 90 Lincoln

Eminox Ltd is a leading designer and
manufacturer of exhaust and emission
control systems for heavy duty vehicles
and equipment for supply to original
equipment manufacturers and the retrot
market. Based in Gainsborough, it has
circa 200 employees and 4 European
branches.
The Eminox Research and Development
facility is developing and testing the next
generation of exhaust and emission
control systems, and is currently involved

in developing systems to meet Euro 6
and Stage V standards.
The Eminox factory in Gainsborough
is designed for exibility, combined with
rapid prototyping. Signicant investments
have been made in advanced cell
manufacturing capability, with rigorous
adherence to 6-sigma methodologies
focused on zero-defects and cost eﬃcient
manufacturing.

For over 40 years Destec has developed
products and services covering all
aspects of high-pressure pipe connection
to oil, chemical and petrochemical
related industries, power generation,
steel and marine markets.
High-pressure containment, on-site
machining, in-house design and
manufacture of a wide range of portable
and versatile machine tools are a
particular specialisation. All standard
products produced are manufactured to

BS EN ISO 9001:2008 and are Lloyds of
London approved.
Destec is investing for the future and
currently has 13 distributors worldwide
and is planning for more contracts in the
Middle East and South America. The next
growth market that the company intends
to expand into is China.
During 2016, Destec hopes to take on
two more apprentices in its Lincoln factory.

Wyman-Gordon

Micrometric

Dynex Semiconductor Ltd

www.precast.com

www.micrometric.co.uk

www.dynexsemi.com

Contact: 01522 584000
Sector: Industrial Gas Turbines
Established: 2003 (Siemens)
Number of staﬀ: 1,600 Lincoln, 343,000 worldwide

Contact: chobday@wyman-uk.com
Sector: Aerospace Manufacturing
Established: 1842
Number of staﬀ: 66 Lincoln

Contact: sales@micrometric.co.uk
Sector: Laser Manufacturing
Established: 1982
Number of staﬀ: 41 Lincoln

Contact: 01522 500500
Sector: Power Electronics Manufacturing
Established: 1956
Number of staﬀ: 330 Lincoln

Employing 1,600 people, Siemens
industrial gas turbine business is at
the forefront of energy sustainability –
supplying eﬃcient power and lifetime
product service to the global oil and
gas industry and major industrial power
producers. The company has been making
gas turbines for over 65 years and has
sold over 3,500 units which operate in
over 90 countries.

Wyman Gordon’s Lincoln facility supplies
forged products including compressor
discs, turbine discs and fan discs for
aircraft engines as well as landing gear
and engine mounting brackets. It has
Europe’s largest counterblow hammer
at the heart of its operation and this is
supported by heat treatment, material
handling, die and tool machining and
non-destructive testing, laboratories
and inspection facilities.

www.siemens.co.uk

It is a far cry from the days when the
visionary Joseph Ruston decided he could
improve the manufacture of agricultural
machinery, but the core values of
engineering innovation and exceeding
customers expectations are still at the
very core of Siemens’ business.

Opened at Teal Park, Fielden House is the
company’s new £15 million, state-of-the-art
gas turbine centre which consolidates the
overhaul process into a single location.
The world’s energy usage is increasing
at a rate faster than renewable energies
are developing, so it is critically important
to keep investing in ever-more eﬃcient
and eco-friendly gas turbines. Siemens
continues to pioneer in this area and
the company’s combined cycle turbines
(where waste gases are recycled for
other uses) are already returning 90%
fuel eﬃciency. Future aims are to improve
these gures further and to reduce fossil
fuel burn by half whilst achieving the
same energy production.

Currently there are 66 people employed
at the Lincoln site.
The Lincoln facility will continue to work
in unison with sister plants in Livingston,
UK, and Plzen in the Czech Republic to
provide a diverse range of machined
forgings serving customers globally in
aerospace and oil and gas markets.

Micrometric provide a subcontract laser
manufacturing service to a wide range
of business sectors, supplying anything
from watch to tractor to jet engine parts,
from prototype to volume production.
This activity is supported by conventional
CNC machining, wire EDM, small press,
scanning capability and 3D printing.

Micrometric continues to invest in
improved laser drilling for aerospace
and automotive markets.
The company are currently experimenting
with a novel form of aluminium welding
for aerospace. This will give improved
strength and corrosion protection for
small aluminium assemblies and
electronics packages.

The company’s new IGBT semiconductor
is more eﬃcient and reliable with a higher
energy handling capacity. It is used in
powering railways, controlling electric
grids, converting renewable power and
driving motors around the world.
The future for Dynex and the industrial
semiconductor lies in producing a more
reliable, more eﬃcient, higher power, yet
smaller unit at a lower cost and combining

this with more intelligence and
functionality, directly on the chip.
In the future the IGBT and other chips
will be integrated inside the power
systems controlling the energy we
use in industry, in transport and in
our homes and buildings.

Pathways
into engineering...
Castlet

Greenray

www.castletltd.com

www.greenray.com

Contact: info@castletltd.com
Sector: Manufacturer of Electronic
Power Control Equipment
Established: 1974
Number of staﬀ: 35 Lincoln

Contact: marketing@greenray.com
Sector: Service and Maintenance for Oil & Gas
and Power Generation
Established: 1981
Number of staﬀ: 89 Lincoln

Castlet Ltd are designers and
manufacturers of industrial process
equipment, providing process control
solutions to industry worldwide.
Their products can be found in diverse
applications, from coal red power plant,
milit
military support equipment such as air
ltering systems on the breathing
apparatus for pilots to protect them
from air-bo
air-borne chemical weapons and
battery char
charger analysers for aircraft.

Castlet Ltds’ latest innovation is the
development and sale of high frequency
transformer units used in pollution
control and seawater treatment.
The company is also working with the
University of Nottingham on the Clean
Sky Project to speed up technological
breakthrough developments and
contribute to reducing the
environmental footprint of aviation
fo
for our future generations.

e2v
www.e2v.com
Contact: Dr Brian Coaker (General Manager)
Sector: Electronic Engineering
Established: 1964
Number of staﬀ: 58 Lincoln, 1,650 worldwide
e2v continues to develop specialist,
cutting-edge microwave electronics
technologies at its world-class design,
development and manufacturing facility
in Lincoln, addressing high-sensitivity,
high-power and high-frequency
microwave system applications.

e2v’s Lincoln business is designing and
developing the next generation of
electronic safety and control systems,
which deliver safe, precise performance
with high reliability across a range of
defence system platforms.

Greenray provides service solutions for
industrial gas and steam turbines, in the
oil and gas, waste to energy and power
generation markets. Their focus is to
support operators of mature gas
turbines in order to ensure maximum
performance and minimum downtime
by delivering innovative solutions.
This service includes the supply of spare
parts, maintenance and a full range of
technical support services which extends
to component repairs, manufacturing
of spare parts, overhaul, disassembly,
inspection, balancing, cleaning,
refurbishment, upgrades, retrots
and relocations.
As part of these services, Greenray
has had an ongoing relationship with
Siemens for over 20 years, and provides
spare parts, technical service, overhauls,
and retrots for the GEC Gas Turbines
es
Ltd range of machines.

The company plans to expand its
international prole through the
establishment of Integrated Turbine
Systems Limited, and Greenray Control
Solutions Limited, working with a broad
range of customers and providing
turnkey projects, including packaged
system repairs, gas and steam turbine
upgrades, maintenance services and
high tech control system solutions.
The company’s Lincoln facilities will
receive further investment, bringing
together teams and strengthening
existing resources.

ROUTES INTO ENGINEERING

SCHOOL

AGE 16-18

AGE 14

AGE 18

Study STEM
subjects at school,
UTC or college

Study engineering
at school, UTC
or college

Study engineering as
an apprentice in the
workplace

Study engineering
as an advanced
apprentice

Study engineering
at university

Get a full time
vocational qualication

Get a full time
vocational qualication

Get an NVQ and
Technical Certicate

Get an NVQ and
Technical Certicate

Get a Bachelors Degree
(BEng)

Become a semi-skilled
professional, for
example: toolmaker,
car mechanic, machine
operator, welder, sheet
metal worker, tter,
heating engineer

Become a skilled
professional, for
example: a product
designer, software
developer, electrician,
technician, machine
service operative,
new materials buyer
or estimator

Become an
incorporated
engineer

Get a Masters
Degree (MEng)

Become a
chartered
engineer

The world needs ideas, solutions,
technologies and products in
vast amounts to support an
ever-increasing population
with ever-increasing consumer
expectations. Products need to
be better, faster, stronger and
more eﬃcient. At the same time,
these products should not drain
the earth’s resources. Engineers
play an important role in making
this happen and have the
opportunity to make a real
diﬀerence to people’s lives.
Engineering is a varied and rewarding
profession to work in and there is great
demand for engineering skills. Lincoln is
at the sharp end of this sector, where
innovation-led solutions and new techniques
are being pioneered. That is why many
global-leading companies are based here.
These employers are working with colleges
and universities to provide a broad range
of courses in the engineering sector so that
young people can play a part in the future
of engineering.

Educating engineers...

Lincoln College

Lincoln UTC

www.lincolncollege.ac.uk

www.lincolnutc.co.uk

Contact: 030 030 32435
Sector: Education & Training
Established: 1886
Number of staﬀ: 800 Lincolnshire

Contact: enquiries@lincolnutc.co.uk
Sector: Education
Established: 2014
Number of staﬀ: 28 Lincoln

Lincoln College is the largest educational
institution in the County, with around
9,000 students of whom over 3,000 are
full-time. 120 are full-time engineering
students with 151 apprentices also
studying engineering related programmes.
Lincoln College has the latest
technologies and specialist areas with
industry standard equipment. Each
building is packed full of some of the best
facilities in our region, which ensures

The University
of Lincoln
www.lincoln.ac.uk
Contact: engineeringenq@lincoln.ac.uk
Sector: Education
Established: 1996
Number of staﬀ: 1,300 Lincoln
The University has established an
international reputation for the quality
of teaching and research, with academics
and students working together on major
projects across areas as varied as cancer
treatment, water conservation and
low-carbon technology.
Economists estimate that the University
has created at least 3,000 new jobs
within Lincoln and that it generates
more than £250 million every year for
the local economy. It has also climbed
more places in university league tables
than almost any other institution.

From 2016, students will have access to
a new building designed specically for
mathematics and physics, and additional
purpose built facilities for engineering,
health and social care and psychology.
Our staﬀ are continuing to conduct
exciting research in partnership with
a number of companies including
Siemens, Volvo, Napier Turbochargers,
the NHS, Castlet, Marks and Spencer
and e2v.

students develop the skills and
knowledge to transition successfully
into the world of work.
Lincoln College is constantly adapting
its programmes to meet the needs of
industry and has established links with
many companies in the engineering
sector. Continuing investment in
equipment and resources keeps it at
the forefront of engineering training
and development for both companies
and individuals.

Backed by local employers, Lincoln UTC
(University Technical College) oﬀers a
broad curriculum of GCSE, Cambridge
Technical and A Level qualications that
combines an academic education with
technical and practical learning. The aim
is to oﬀer young people a high quality
education that provides employers and
universities with highly skilled engineers,
scientists and technicians needed to
secure the industries continual and
future growth.

In September 2015, the UTC will
move into its permanent home with
purpose-built workshops and laboratories
extended onto the newly refurbished
facility at the Greestone Centre.
Lincoln UTC has a dynamic and inspiring
vision – to develop the next generation
of scientists and engineers who together
will help solve the global challenges that
lie ahead of us all.

Engineering...
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